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I. Introduction

In September, 1966,Provost Howard R. Neville appointed an ad hoc
committee to review the campus development aspects of the Inter-
national Program of Michigan State University. The broadly repre-
sentative committee, known as the Committee for the Review of Inter-
national Programs, was also given the responsibility of making
recommendations for the future of the international dimension of
Michigan State University. Provost Neville's charge stated:

"In 1957 and 1958, the University undertook an extensive period of
planning and growth of the international dimension on this campus.
At that time, a year of faculty seminars and committee meetings pro-
duced a development plan and recommendations for the growth of
the International Program both on campus and abroad. Since that
time we have had a significant growth of research and academic pro-
grams at Michigan State related to international affairs. In addition
we have had a continuation of overseas project activity which has
been of service abroad and has been related to the strengthening of
an international dimension on our campus. In recent years we have
had the beginning of a number of student exchange programs, area
study programs, and within several professional schools, institutes
devoted to graduate study and research on significant international
problems.

"Our office and the office of the Dean of International Programs
have agreed that it would now be desirable to review the progress
that has been made and to develop important guidelines for the
future. It seems to me that the timing is right for such a review. There
are a number of developments within the federal government and the
foundation world which indicate that even more than ever before we
should have important goals and well-conceived plans in the inter-
national field. The growth of our many University academic programs
requires that we find an appropriate balance and pace among them.
Priorities should be established within our total University program
which best fit the need of this University and our society.

"With all of this in mind we are establishing an ad hoc committee
to review and plan future developments in the international program
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activity on this campus. Specifically, I am asking the Review Com-
mittee to report to me and to provide advice which will help the Dean
of International Programs and my office answer the following types
of questions:

"(l) What is the appropriate area studies emphasis for Michigan
Statc University over the decade ahead? Docs the existing pattern
serve the best interests of the University's academic program? In what
ways can it be strengthened and improved?

"( 2) Is the present pattern of internationally oriented ins titutes
within various colleges adequate to meet the needs of international
research by our faculty and graduate students? Are they focused on
significant subjects? Should they be increased or decreased in number
over the years ahead? Is their present relationship to faculty, academic
departments, and colleges appropriate? What should be their role
with respect to overseas projects?

"( 3) To what extent is the assumption that there will be feedback
from overseas project work a valid assumption? Are there ways of
improving feedback?

"( 4) Are there sufficient overseas study opportunities for Michigan
State University students? Should the University be developing new
arrangements for study abroad?

"( .5) Are there new activities which should be undertaken in the
international field which would have a strengthening effect on campus
academic programs? Looking ahead over the next five to ten years,
what portions of existing activities should be further strengthened
and which should be diminished?"

International Programs Review Committee

The following faculty members were appointed to serve on the
Provost's Committee for the Heview of International Programs: Dr.
Lawrence L. Boger, chairman, Department of Agricultural Economics;
Dr. Edward C. Cantino, professor, Department of Botany and Plant
Pathology; Dr. H. John Carew, chairman, Department of Horticulture;
Dr. Douglas Dunham, chairman, Department of Social Science; Dr.
Carl F. Frost, professor, Department of Psychology; Dr. Carl H. Gross,
chairman, Department of Secondary Education; Dr. Hideya Kumata,
professor, Department of Communication; Dr. Charles P. Loomis,
professor, Department of Sociology; Dr. Richard E. Sullivan, chair-
man, Department of History; Dr. Glen L. Taggart, Dean of Inter-
national Programs; Dr. Donald A. Taylor, professor, Department of
Marketing and Transportation Administration.
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The Committee identified for itself four major objectives:

1. To establish criteria for evalnating the impact of Michigan State
University's programs in world affairs upon (a) undergraduate,
graduate, and foreign students; (b) faculty; (c) the public.

2. To review, evaluate, anel formulate recommendations for pro-
grams at Michigan State University in the following major areas:
(a) area studies; (b) functional institutes; (c) faculty overseas
activities; (d) the student; (c) curriculum structure and content;
(f) library resources; (g) campus environment and administra-
tive organization; (h) international extension.

3. To identify potential new program areas in international edu-
cation for Michigan State University.

4. To make recommendations for the continuous planning and
evaluation of Michigan State University's programs in inter-
national education.

Committee Procedure

In pursuing these objectives, much of the work was done by sub-
committees. The subcommittees held meetings with members of ap-
propriate organizations and conferred with Michigan State University
faculty members who are fulfilling important assignments in inter-
national education.

The Committee arranged open hearings for faculty and students.
In order to assess opinions rcgarding the international programs, a
questionnaire was developed and circulated to every faculty member
on the campus and overseas. Also, in order to obtain the reaction
of students regarding international courses, study opportunities and
experiences, a questionnaire was developed and circulated to a 5
per cent sample of the student body. The Committee had meetings
with representatives of other universities and organizations who have
responsible positions in international programs.

The Committee presents in this report its review, evaluations, and
recommendations for the Michigan State University's international
programs.
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II. Historical Influences on the
International Dimension

As early as 1947 Michigan State University signed a cooperative
agreement between the Interamerican Institute of Agricultural
Sciences and the Social Research Service of Michigan State University
to enable the Latin American specialists and graduate students of the
Department of Sociology and Anthropology to assist in the social and
economic studies conducted in Costa Rica and elsewhere in Latin
America.

This international program was initiated two years before President
Harry Truman's inaugural declaration established the Point IV Pro-
gram to help people of underdeveloped countries to help themselves.
In a report published by Education and World Affairs, the Point IV
Program is described as follows: "Point IV marked the beginning of
a deep involvement of American universities in world affairs. The
federal government, having drawn heavily on the country's academic
resources during the war, now discovered that American colleges and
universities held large numbers of resource people who were available
to assist in implementing national policy in international affairs. Con-
tracts were made with American universities to work with institutions
abroad to solve the development problems of the emerging nations.
One of the first contracts was made with Michigan State University."!

This action introduced the period during which Michigan State
University, along with many other universities and colleges, had to
experiment and determine the appropriate roles and functions that
higher education institutions could and should perform in the world.
Academic institutions showed a wide range of interest and willingness
to participate. Michigan State University led many universities in the
number of developing nations in which it was involved, and in the
number of faculty members who participated in the programs.

'Education and 'World Affairs, The University Looks Abroad: Approaches to
World Affairs at Six American Universities (New York: Walker and Company,
1965), p. 49.
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A primary concern has been that the faculty would see the advan-
tages of a university's involvement and the professional benefits to be
derived from assisting developing nations, as well as the national
interest in establishing meaningful relationships with peoples who did
not know the United States, and for whom the United States histori-
cally had little concern. The faculty had, under this new relationship,
the opportunity for obtaining increased knowledge of different lands,
cultures, and political systems. In addition, there was genuine con-
cern for the adaptation of existing knowledge, methods, and practices
in technical assistance which would mutually benefit the university
faculty and the host government or their educational institutions.

All these functions were a proper mandate for any university. But
for a university firmly established in the land-grant tradition, these
purposes were in the tradition of a commitment to teaching, research,
and service. The land-grant format, which has proved effective
domestically, seemed particularly appropriate for the international
educational assignment.

President Hannah's personal commitment and dedication to inter-
national education have been conspicuous wherever his academic,
governmental, or civic assignments have taken him. His personal
initiative and support have provided unique advantages in the direc-
tion and rate of development of the international programs at Michi-
gan State University.

President Hannah summed up the Michigan State University ap-
proach: "Just as the problems we face as a nation are broad and not
tied to a limited number of fields or disciplines, the Michigan State
University approach to its technical assistance activities is broadly
conceived. We have not, and we do not anticipate creating relatively
isolated pockets of international studies on our campus. Instead we
are trying to create a general environment and an international
dimension which will permeate all relevant segments of the university
over the years ahead."2

In the early 1950's Michigan State University responded to requests
of host governments and the United States government to engage in
four major overseas projects: (1) technical assistance to the National
University of Colombia in the development of two agricultural col-
leges at Medellin and Palmira; (2) adoption of the newly founded
University of the Hyukyus, (3) a project in Sao Paulo, Brazil, to estab-
lish the first Brazilian school of business administration; (4) technical
assistance in the field of public administration to the Republic of
Vietnam.

"lbid., p. 50.
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Even before the Vietnam project was underway, internal evaluation
began to influence the international program. There was increasing
concern that Michigan State University's overseas commitments were
too extensive, and that the overseas feedback to the campus was as
yet negligible. There was serious doubt of the appropriateness of
allY university undertaking programs in parts of the world in which
it had no area studies base or competence, or in which its faculty
members had no professional interest in teaching, service, or research.
In 1956 President Hannah appointed the first Dean of International
Programs to administer the overseas contracts, and to spur the aca-
demic development of the international programs on the campus.

In HJ58 and 1959, the University undertook a study of its inter-
national involvements. The results of this intensive study reflected
considerable agreement on the desirability of expanding the inter-
national dimension, and proved influential in formulating several
guidelines. Included were:

L A broad "international dimension" should be incorporated
throughout the University's educational programs, since gradu-
ates of all fields should be internationally involved, either di-
rectly or indirectly.

2. Certain academic strengths should be especially encouraged in
order to contribute knowledge and provide competent special-
ists in the international sphere. At Michigan State University
these should include emphasis on the international aspects of
economics, business, communications, politics, administration,
education, and other fields that would reflect the needs of the
country, and build upon the international experience and aca-
demic strength of the University.

3. Research on international problems should be greatly expanded,
particularly in the fields mentioned above.

4. Service programs should be continued and improved, but ex-
panded only as they can contribute to the needs of developing
countries and to the reinforcement of international training and
research. In other words, overseas projects must increasingly
serve the international academic goals of the University in addi-
tion to the goals of the sponsoring organization and the host
country.

5. Primary emphasis at Michigan State should be along functional
lines, rather than on area programs, but some area studies should
be developed.
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6. The international program should emphasize the expanding role
of existing departments and colleges. Essentially decentralized
administration should prevail, but a central integrating and co-
ordinating system should provide Ieadership."

These historical events provided the framework that moved Michi-
gan State University toward an international dimension.

-tua.. p. 57.
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III. The Setting of the Study and Report

When the first edition of The International Programs of American
Universities, a nationwide directory of international education, was
published in 1958, Michigan State University was not listed among
the leaders; it had less than five programs. Early in 1967, when the
second edition of the directory was issued, Michigan State University
with twenty-two programs was ranked in ninth position among the
nation's colleges and universities in the number of international pro-
grams. The ranking becomes more significant in the light of the
identity of the other universities, many having long been recognized
for their educational accomplishments: Harvard, Indiana, California,
Hawaii, Wisconsin, Cornell and Texas, New York, Michigan and
Stanford, Michigan State, and Johns Hopkins.

The beginning of the growth of this international program at Michi-
gan State University coincided with the decision to establish an
Office of the Dean of International Programs. The task of this Office
in developing the international effort to a position where it would
make an important contribution to the University was built on a
foundation of international involvement. During this period of de-
liberate expansion of involvement in international affairs, the ex-
pressed policy and explicit goal of the Office of International Pro-
grams was to build throughout the University and not within a central
offioe.! The strategy was to avoid rivalry and distraction and to en-
courage cooperative action in the colleges themselves.

The International Program at Michigan State University currently
includes the Dean and the staff of the Office of International Pro-
grams, five area studies centers, four functional institutes, and twenty-
two international programs. Informally, it includes the hundreds of
faculty members and many graduate students who have individually
or collectively identified personal and professional international in-
terest, experience, competence, and involvement.

'Office of the Dean of International Programs, "Organization and Scope of
Michigan State University International Programs" (Memoranda dated May 23,
1957, and July 11, 1963).
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The extensive and diverse nature of international programs makes
it difficult to assess with accuracy the number of faculty and graduate
students involved, their performance and the full impact of their
efforts on the University in the absence of systematic evaluative pro-
cedures. The University has no built-in instruments for assessing the
parameters of the international dimension on the campus, such as
curriculum changes, numbers of students or faculty involved in for-
eign study or the purposes of their involvement, the number of
graduates who pursue international careers, publications of interna-
tional professional interest, etc. The Michigan State University Office
of Institutional Research has not yet accumulated specialized data that
would provide this kind of information.

Without the availability and continuous communication of the fac-
tual information and experience throughout the faculty, ignorance
and misperceptions of the international program at Michigan State
University are to be expected. The changes in the University's inter-
national programs, which developed in this transition period of 1958
to 1967, need to be more widely known and evaluated.

Research Mechanisms

One of the most persistent misperceptions was that the Office of
International Programs was preoccupied with overseas service projects.
The evidence of thc activities since 1958 strongly disprove this, and,
in fact, demonstrates the success of the Office of Intcrnational Pro-
grams in setting a deliberate direction toward university-related
research and technical assistance. The following excerpts from the
International Programs Research Report, dated February 27, 1967,
outline the procedures established through the Office of International
Programs to assure the direction and the achievements:

"To encourage and support international research, International
Programs has helped to establish four mechanisms that are available
to all faculty and graduate students at Michigan State University
interested in international studies. The four mechanisms for providing
funds and administrative support are through area studies centers and
functional institutes, through the Midwest Universities Consortium
for International Activities (MUCIA), through the Inter-University
Research Program in Institution Building, and through "seed money"
funds for encouraging large-scale interdisciplinary international re-
search projects.

"In 1957 a grant of $135,000 from the Ford Foundation financed
faculty seminars that were held in the spring and summer of 19.58
to lay the guidelines for the development of International Programs.
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On the basis of this preliminary planning, requests were made to
the Ford Foundation that resulted in grants of $1,000,000 in 1960,
$1,250,000 in 1963 and $250,000 in 196,40"

It is helpful to introduce at this point the following 1961-66 sum-
mary, which shows the research allocations by college and the number
of faculty members who received support through the Office of
International Programs.

Faculty
College Amount Members
Agriculture $ 272,251 17
Arts and Letters 113,442 14
Business 167,430 19
Communications 203,876 11
Education 172,677 17
Social Science 446,176 53
Library 99,650
Other 75,449 10

------
$1,550,951 141

To return to the report: "Initially the Ford funds were administered
with guidance from a broadly based faculty research committee. As
the area studies centers and functional institutes have been estab-
lished to serve groups of faculty with special interests, the admin-
istration of the research fund has been taken over by the centers and
institutes, each of which is guided by a faculty research committee.
In addition to Ford Foundation funds, they receive support from the
University for recurring expenses and some administrative and re-
search funds from federal agencies including the Department of
Health, Education and Welfare and the Agency for International
Development.

"The second source of funding is through the Midwest Universities
Consortium for International Activities (MUCIA). This consortium,
consisting of Illinois, Indiana, Michigan State, and Wisconsin univer-
sities, was established in 1964 with a $3,500,000 grant from the Ford
Foundation to help the four universities become more effective in
their international activities.

"The consortium awards graduate student fellowships to doctoral
candidates who do their field research overseas under the guidance
of a member of the faculty of one of the four universities and in
connection with the overseas projects of one of the four universities.

"The consortium supports faculty research related to overseas proj-
ects of the four universities.

"The consortium allows faculty returning from overseas assignments
to get released time to complete a writeup of research done overseas
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and to incorporate overseas experience into revised curricula and
course offerings.

"Bequests for support of faculty or graduate student research from
the Midwest Universities Consortium are received through the inter-
national centers and institutes with screening by the faculty advisory
committees to these organizations.

"The third source of support for faculty and graduate student re-
search is provided through the Inter-University Research Program in
Institution Building.

"This program is administered by a board of representatives from
Indiana University, Michigan State University, the University of
Pittsburgh, and Syracuse University. Since 1963, when the program
received its initial funding from the Ford Foundation and the Agency
for International Development, approximately 20 research projects
have been approved among the four universities. The projects are
intended to provide systematic knowledge about the factors related
to the success or failure of efforts to encourage social and economic
development in the developing countries.

"Four of Michigan State University's overseas programs are serving
as a base for research ill connection with the inter-university program.
They are the business administration program in Brazil, the Univer-
sity of Nigeria, the educational planning program in Thailand and
the Agricultural College in Balcarce, Argentina.

"The fourth international research component that is becoming
increasingly important is large-scale research sponsored through the
Agency for International Development and other organizations.

"One example is the Food for Peace project undertaken by the
Department of Agricultural Economics in cooperation with faculty
at the University of Arizona and the University of Wisconsin, A num-
ber of disciplines and departments contributed to an analysis of needed
research on the Food for Peace program. The study produced re-
views of research planning and coordination of programs across gov-
ernment and university lines, and a set of recommendations for addi-
tional studies.

"A second program in the Department of Agricultural Economics
that also is interuniversity as well as interdisciplinary includes faculty
from Colorado State, Kansas State, Wisconsin, the Researoh Triangle
Institute, and representatives of the Department of Agriculture, the
Dcpartment of the Interior, and the Agency for International Develop-
ment. Its purpose is to provide a comprehensive approach to the
planning, coordination and conduct of research on rural development
in Nigeria.
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"These institutions have formed the Consortium for the Study of
Nigerian Rural Development (CSNRD). At Michigan State Univer-
sity the Institute of International Agriculture and Nutrition is pro-
viding some of the administrative support for CSNRD activities.

"The College of Communication Arts is the headquarters for a three-
year study of the Diffusion of Agricultural Innovation. In cooperation
with research institutions at Hyderabad, India, at the University of
Nigeria, and at the University of Minas Gerais in Brazil, an intensive
study of factors related to the adoption of new agricultural practices
is in its second year.

"Seed money and administrative support for the Diffusion Project
have been provided through the International Communication Insti-
tute.

"In the College of Business, a Latin American Market Planning
Centcr (LAMP) has been established in the Institute of International
Business and Economic Development Studies with cooperation from
the Latin American Studies Center, the College of Agriculture and
Natural Resources, thc College of Communication Arts, and other
units. LAMP is engaged in a long-term series of studies on the process
of modernizing and making more efficient the movement of goods and
services through market channels in Latin America.

"The College of Education, through the Institute for International
Studies in Education, is in the third year of an extensive program of
technical assistance in educational planning to the government of
Thailand. As part of that project, in cooperation with the Interna-
tional Communication Institute and with partial funding from the
Inter-University Research Program in Institution Building, a research
project is being conducted on the diffusion of innovation within an
educational structure.

"The most recent large-scale research project has been initiated in
the Department of Agricultural Engineering. In cooperation with the
Institute of International Agriculture and Nutrition a long-term pro-
gram of research on agricultural mechanization in Africa has begun
this year.

"In these large-scale projects, the role of International Programs
has been to provide administrative support and a small amount of
funds for pilot projects and minor expenses that allow the research
scholars on the faculty to demonstrate a readiness to conduct major
research programs.

"International Programs has also supported faculty and graduate
student research by serving as a base for accumulating information
about resources for research outside of the university framework.
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Each of the centers and institutes is accumulating information about
research support programs related to its sphere of activities."

Evidence of Transition

These activities document the procedure and performance of the
Office of International Programs as it encouraged and coordinated
the development of academic international programs through depart-
ments and colleges. The international dimension has increased in
breadth and depth in the University. The degree of acceptance of
the international emphasis was indicated on the faculty questionnaire
developed by the committee for this report: 80 per cent of the 927
faculty members who responded reported being generally in support
of strengthening the international emphasis in the University and only
10.2 per cent were not in favor; 74 per cent of the faculty were in
favor of strengthening the international emphasis in their colleges and
69.8 per cent were in favor of strengthening the international emphasis
in their departments.

The degree of infusion of international emphasis into the curricula
is evidenced by the introduction of a strong international dimension
in University College. In H)f32the Social Science Department, aided
by a $40,000 Ford Foundation grant to the Office of International
Programs, developed and published four books to be used in the third-
quarter course with a primary international emphasis. Since 1962,
27,000 students have completed the course.

In 1964 the Ford Foundation made grants to the Office of Inter-
national Programs in response to the specific requests of the Social
Science Department ($150,000) and the Department of Humanities
($25,000) of the University College for development of course and
instructional material and faculty in the international dimension. Thus,
a total of $215,000 Ford Foundation funds has been utilized to infuse
a greater international emphasis into tlu- University basic undergrad-
uate curricula,

Other indications of the infusion are: the increase in number and
depth of African, Chinese, and European language offerings, as well
as the number of students enrolling; the introduction of new inter-
national courses and revision of regular course offerings to include
the materials of professors experienced in overseas work; and the
increase in the number of departments that now require a foreign
area option. The facul ty questionnaire disclosed 264 courses with a
"primary international emphasis" were taught by the faculty members;
the questionnaire also disclosed that 319 courses with a "somewhat
international emphasis" were taught. The student questionnaire re-
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vealed that 20.6 per cent of the students completed courses that they
considered to have significant international emphasis.

The interest and experience of American students in serious foreign
study and travel is suggested by the student questionnaire: 56.5 per
cent of the 5 per cent of the students sampled had traveled outside of
the United States and 16.3 per cent stated they planned a career
which involved foreign service or experience.

Another development is the establishment of the Justin Morrill
College to promote a liberal education for students interested in
international service and careers in international education. The pro-
gram includes cross-cultural experience in both domestic and foreign
situations.

The Office of International Programs has served a central role in
developing programs to support faculty members' research interests,
to provide graduate students technical experience and research oppor-
tunities in foreign countries, and to establish relevant technical assist-
ance and institution-building relationships. The programs of institu-
tion building in Nigeria, Brazil, and Pakistan, and the new technical
assistance programs in Thailand, Pakistan, and Turkey are a few
examples that have proved valuable to faculty and students directly
in the course of extending technical and professional expertise and
for the execution of research. These programs are developing a reser-
voir of informed, interested, and competent professional colleagues
and government personnel in these countries. The host nations and
supporting foundations and government agencies have recognized the
quality of the professional personnel and programs of Michigan State
University by requests to replicate the programs in other nations and
situations. The mutual benefits to the University and host nations
have been demonstrated in many programs.

The administration and the Office of International Programs have
involved faculty members in the considerations of these requests for
institution-building programs and technical assistance. The policy
has been established that Michigan State University would accept
only those programs in which there are faculty members who are
professionally interested and have demonstrated competence. If a
program was considered professionally appropriate, but was too de-
manding of the resources of the University, Michigan State University
has cooperated with MUCIA to develop satisfactory arrangements.
The MUCIA arrangements have made available the facilities, library
resources, and scholars as well as the overseas research programs of
other universities to Michigan State University faculty and graduate
students.
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Rationale for Focus on World Affairs

The 1958-.59 report, Towards An International Dimension at Michi-
gan State University, outlined the increasing relevance of the inter-
national dimension. This dimension has existed for every civilization
that has claimed a significant place in history. Today the international
dimension is an important focus for most nations, regardless of their
geography, or their social, political or economic status. In fact, the
very survival of these national social, political, economic, and cul-
tural entities hinges on the ability and willingness of nations to adjust
to an environment that is world wide.

Since World War II the United States has found itself in a more
central position in these international activities. Its role and involve-
ment in international events are the subject of considerable debate.
The policies and instrumentalities which the United States alone, or
other agencies collectively, have developed have not been universally
accepted nor have they enjoyed unqualified success. The position of
the United States in world affairs and its inherent responsibilities are
clear. The consequences of the failure to respond appropriately to
these responsibilities are equally obvious,

The 1958-5H report also outlined the increasing relevance of the
colleges and universities to the international dimension. Educated
men have always been aware of that international dimension and have
cautioned against ethnocentrism. However, academic awareness and
caution are hardly sufficient in view of the accelerating international
events.

These international developments and the response of Michigan
State University have moved the University from a general acceptance
of the "international dimension" in 1958 to an acceptance of the inter-
national dimension as a central Focus of their efforts in 1967. Further-
more, as a university dedicated to service and scholarship that attracts
students and scholars of many nationalities, Michigan State University
has a special obligation to search for and communicate knowledge
about the nature and relationships of man everywhere. The University
also has a responsibility to contribute to, as well as benefit from,
science, technology, and education in other nations. Above and beyond
the involvement in international affairs required for public service
and scholarship, the University is fundamentally concerned with the
survival of our free society.

Any university faculty would be less than responsible if it failed
to recognize this concern. But mere recognition is not sufficient. The
faculty must identify and implement a more central focus of this
international concern in its total operation, thereby reflecting the
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world and the university's responsibility to it. The task is fundamen-
tally an internal problem of selecting priorities, of establishing a viable
balance with its other programs, of mustering personnel and resources,
and of shaping and implementing programs that will integrate the
international dimension centrally within the university community.

Just as the federal government made it possible for the universi-
ties to extend their assistance and resources in the implementation
of the international aspects of Point IV since 1949, it has again pointed
to the responsibility and potential of the colleges and universities
for the implementation of the International Education Act of 1966.
The federal government looks to the possibility of capitalizing on the
universities as academic and scientific instrumentalities for the ap-
proach, study, and resolution of these international concerns. The
International Education Act represents a significant thrust toward
international concern and education." It presents another challenging
opportunity to the colleges and universities.

Even though certain faculty members initiated international study
and research programs very early, by 19.56 it was apparent that con-
siderable administrative support and action were necessary to initiate
and direct the international program efforts. Since 19.58 most of the
attention and resources of the departments and colleges have been
devoted to the development of quality in their professional programs
and to the problems associated with sharply increased student enroll-
ments and expansion. By 1967 the enlarged international awareness,
concern, experience, and competence of the faculty have increased
the visibility and priority of the international dimension at Michigan
State University. The development and achievements of the Office
of International Programs, the area studies centers and functional
institutes, as well as the University's substantial reputation with sup-
porting agencies now provide the means to assist the faculty in imple-
menting a central focus on the international dimension. In 1967
the opportunity and responsibility for international programs are more
directly the province of the faculty.

Objectives for International Activities

Aware of this responsibility and recognizing that the University has
primary relationship and responsibility to the students, faculty, and
the public at large, the faculty needs to increase its participation and
sharpen its focus in determining; objectives and programs specifically

-u.s. ~ongr~ss, HC!uscof Heprcsentativcs, Committee on Education and LaborJInternational Education: Pest, Present, Problems and Prospects, 89th Cong., 2n<1
Sess., 1966, House Doc. 527.
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for the on-campus international programs at Michigan State Univer-
sity. The Provost's ad hoc Committee for the Review of International
Programs recognized this need for objectives. Therefore, consistent
with the University's traditional role of enhancing, preserving, and
extending knowledge, the Committee identified and defined for itself
the following objectives for on-campus international programs:

1. To alert students, faculty, and the general public to the nature
of the modern world and to develop in them a comprehension
of the international dimension of "events" and their relevance
to the general welfare.

2. To develop objective attitudes and realistic responses to this
enlightened comprehension of the international dimension.

3. To develop and train students and faculty to contribute signifi-
cant knowledge, skills, and services to fulfill the demands of the
international dimension.

Implementation

Once the objectives are set, then the University needs to develop
the means to achieve them. A faculty-professionally competent, in-
formed, and responsive to the international dimension-is the Uni-
versity's key resource and guiding influence to achieve these objectives.

The University and the faculty do need the established staff office
to coordinate the resources and programs, to stimulate and support
the academic and research programs, to develop and facilitate the
technical assistance programs, to represent the University officially
in its international dimension to other universities and foundations,
This central staff office would continue to assist specifically in the
establishment and development of area studies centers and functional
institutes as effective means of implementation.

The policies and practices of the departments, colleges, and Uni-
versity at large are essential means to the development of the faculty
interest, competence, and contribution in the international dimension.
Aggressive recruitment, reinforcement by resources and recognition,
and the availability of opportunities to excel in teaching, research,
and service are areas of central concern to the faculty in establishing
an international focus.

The curriculum structure and content are specific means for the
faculty's implementation of thE: international program. In order to
develop the comprehension of cultural differences, processes of change
and development, and related international problems in the under-
graduatc students, there is specific concern for the quality of the
general education and introductory courses which constitute the major
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traffic-points in the undergraduate curriculum. There should be addi-
tional provision for electives pertaining to world affairs, problems
and cultures complementing the professional curricula. The student
program should include the consideration of a wide range of study-
abroad opportunities which are integrated into the total academic
career. The curricular emphases for the graduate students are depth
in comprehension, opportunity for overseas study and research, and
scholarship and professional competencies appropriate to the inter-
national situations.

The library is an integral part and key resource of any university.
In the international program the library is an essential facility for
faculty and students to pursue their studies, research and competence
because of the frequent prohibitive distances and limited availability
of field resources. In order to implement fully the library in the
international dimension, additional professional bibliographers and
other special staff are required.

A favorable campus environment and an administrative organiza-
tion committed and supportive in policy and practice are essential
means to the execution of international programs. The international
dimension should be well established within the line organization of
the University, receive the professional and financial support of its
disciplines, and operate within the established faculty bylaws. The
central administration of any organization must exercise its responsi-
bility by requiring accountability. For a university that is pursuing
academic excellence and that is confronting financial limitations, the
purposes of this accountability are clear. In ]867, it is the prerogative
and responsibility of the administration to hold accountable the several
colleges for determining and implementing their international dimen-
sion, as well as their domestic program.

The University has an acknowledged responsibility to disseminate
knowledge to the wider public about significant educational, political,
economic, and social problems and issues which the United States
faces in its worlel relationships. The principal agency of the faculty
for carrying out this responsibility is international extension.

The review, evaluation, and recommendations regarding the Inter-
national Focus at Michigan State University are presented in the next
eight sections of this report.
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IV. Review, Evaluation and
Recommendations to Implement
the Objectives

After establishing the objectives as a frame of reference, attention
was focused on the review and evaluation of the international pro-
grams that appeared to have the most relevance in the implementation
of the objectives.

Particular emphasis is given in the following sections to the issues
involved in the implementation. Ilecommendations are summarized
at the conclusion of each section.

AHEA STUDIES CENTERS

From a national perspective, it would appear that the area studies
center concept has become firmly established in the academic scene
and has had considerable influence in terms of injecting a broadened
view of the world into academic life. It is worth noting that at Michi-
gan State University as late as 1959 there was apparently no clearly
felt mandate to move toward the establishment of area studies centers
as a part of the regular university organization; in fact, area studies
centers at Michigan State University have been developments of the
1960·s. In part, they reflect interests horn of the University's involve-
ment in overseas technical aid programs. "More directly, they have
developed from the availability of funds from the outside: The Ford
Foundation grants of 1960 and 1963 and the federal government funds
provided under Title VI of the National Defense Education Act of
19.58. Thus, area studies centers have had a relatively short history
at Michigan State University. The review of area studies centers
follows.

African Studies Center

This Center was the first organized area studies center established
at Michigan State University. It was formally organized in 1960
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under matching grant provisions of the National Defense Education
Act of 1958. It was one of the first organizcd under NDEA auspices,
and was initially structured around a core of teaching activities which,
in line with legislative stipulations, included instruction in African
languages.

The Center began with two Africanists, but now has a core staff
of fifteen members representing nine disciplines. All the faculty
members associated with the Center have basic appointments in the
departments and secondary appointments in the Center. During the
academic year 1965-66, these faculty members taught over 30 courses
relating to African studies. Enrollment totaled over 1,400 students.

The Center is organizationally attached to the College of Social
Science. It seeks as its primary goal to support the development of
courses that deal in part or entirely with African data, and to support
the development of faculty members who, as scholars in their disci-
plinary fields, are recognized as experts on Africa. The Center views
itself as an institutional expression of the University's commitment to
advancing scholarship and knowledge concerning Africa. Its member-
ship does not include the total aggregation of Michigan State Uni-
versity faculty members who have some degree of interest and ex-
perience in Africa, but only those faculty members who make Africa
the focus for their research and teaching interests. Since its begin-
ning, the Center has supported a variety of research projects.

Asian Stud ies Center

The Asian Studies Center was formally established in 1962; it had
its origins in the mutual interests of faculty members who had been
involved in foreign assignments in Asia, and who had been meeting
informally prior to the establishment of the Center. The aims of the
Center arc broad: to further knowledge and understanding of the
countries of the Far East; to attract students of all interests to Asian
studies; to provide means for some of these students to become area
specialists; to correlate offerings in Asian studies of various depart-
ments; and to foster a research program, utilizing the overseas projects
of the University as centers where graduate students and faculty
members may acquire field experience and basic data.

The Center is located in the Office of International Programs which
has provided financial support since its inception.

In 1965, the U. S. Office of Education designated Michigan State
University as the site of a South Asian Language and Area Center.
Under this arrangement, development of a language program relating
to South Asia has begun, Hindu-Urdu, Bengali, and Sanskrit are
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offered. Five fellowships for language study were awarded in 1966-
67, and seven have been awarded in 1967-68. A proposal has been
submitted requesting support from the federal government for an
undergraduate language and area studies center for China that would
supplement the established program in Chinese language and various
courses in aspects of Chinese history, culture, and society.

The Asian Studies Center has given support to various research
projects initiated by members of the Michigan State University faculty
and by graduate students. It has undertaken a modest publieation
program, mostly reprints of articles of faculty members. The Center
has placed heavy emphasis on sponsoring lectures and seminars that
bring Asian scholars to the campus. About fifty faculty members are
now identified with the Asian Studies Center, but the closeness of
that identity was somewhat difficult to ascertain in many cases.

Latin American Studies Center

The Latin American Studies Center was organized formally in
I 963. The initiative came primarily from the Office of International
Programs after a number of earlier unsuccessful attempts by informal
faculty groups. The Center has involved itself in faculty seminars,
curriculum development, research support to both faculty and grad-
uate students, and a series of public programs devoted to Latin
America. This involvement appears to have led to some basic dis-
agreement within the Center as to where its focus should be, and
what its prime function should consist of. There appears to be pres-
sure within the Center to concentrate on Brazil with a view toward
building strength across the Univ.usitv with respect to that portion
of Latin America. But it is obvious that not all members associated
with the Center agree on this line of development. The Center em-
braces a rather large number of faculty members from a wide variety
of disciplines, suggesting that Latin American studies are probably
better represented on the campus than is the study of any other area
presently organized into an area studies center.

Russian and East European Studies Program

This program was organized in 1965 after a long period of en-
couragement by the Office of International Programs. The group
consists of a faculty committee composed of several members from
various disciplines; thus the group does not yet constitute a full-
fledged area center. The group receives its financial support from
the Office of International Programs. Twenty-two faculty members
representing nine disciplines presently identify with the program.
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Although vitally concerned with undergraduate and graduate educa-
tion, the group has placed heavy emphasis on research support and
upon the development of research resources of the University.

The Canadian-American Studies Program

This is the last program to be formally established. It has not yet
become a full-fledged area studies center, but rather represents a
faculty committee instituted to promote the support of Canadian
studies. The nucleus for this committee emerged from the Canadian
Studies Seminar which for many years has promoted a series of pro-
grams on the campus aimed at increasing knowledge of the University
community in Canadian affairs and Canadian culture as well as in
Canadian problems and its relations with the United States. The pro-
gram now appears to be moving toward a more active encouragement
of a wider range of Canadian studies in various departments on the
campus. The Canadian Studies Program is supported from University
funds. Organizationally, it falls within the College of Arts and Letters.

Summary of Area Studies Centers

In summary, this brief historical sketch of the development of area
studies centers at Michigan State University suggests that within a
relatively short time the area studies centers on the campus have be-
come involved in a wide range of activities. It is also evident that
the centers have developed under strong urging from the Office of
International Programs, which has envisaged them as catalytic influ-
ences in promoting the internationalization of the University's aca-
demic program and faculty.

The financial support behind the centers, largely Ford grants and
NDEA language program grants, has played a crucial role in shaping
their short histories. Given the briefness of their histories, the heavy
burdens placed upon them, and the nature of their financial support,
it would not be surprising that the centers have not yet found their
prime strengths and have not yet eliminated a variety of weaknesses.
It is gratifying that the oldest of them, the African Studies Center,
has succeeded in establishing national status. Hopefully, the other
centers will move rapidly in the same direction. But such will not
be the case, perhaps, unless some firm decisions about their activities,
organization, and modes of operation are made in the near future.

The recommendations which follow are based upon the assumption
that strong area studies centers can become an even more vital com-
ponent of Michigan State University's international dimension in the
total educational program. In the eyes of the funding agencies (espe-
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cially the foundations and the federal government), these centers
have symbolized a serious concern characteristic of universities ex-
panding their involvement in international education. The provisions
of the International Education Act of 1966 clearly indicate that in
the future the existence of area studies centers on a university campus
will be taken as an indication of an institution's concern for interna-
tional education. Even more important is the obvious fact that area
studies centers at Michigan State University have made a solid con-
tribution in a relatively short time to the "internationalizing" of the
University's total program. For these reasons it is accepted that area
studies centers provide a major instrument for further internation-
alization of the education program and deserve the support and en-
couragement of the University.

Critical Issues

In the review of the area studies centers, it was found that several
issues kept recurring as central to the whole matter of their further
development. It was concluded that the resolution of these issues was
the most critical problem affecting the future of area studies centers
and the next part of the report is organized around these issues.

The first issue concerns the proper function of area studies centers:
what can area studies centers do uniquely as their basic contribution
to the overall university goal of adding an international dimension to
its program?

In attempting to reach some realistic grasp of what unique function
the area studies centers could perform in terms of intemationalizing
the academic environment, an attempt was made to ascertain what
functions the area studies centers have endeavored to fulfill. In a
general fashion, all the area studies centers appeared to be seeking
to serve the following ends:

1. To subsidize scholars already engaged in full-time teaching
activities so these scholars can undertake research.

2. To provide ancillary services to scholars engaged in research,
e.g., stenographic services, graduate assistant help, etc.

3. To seek research support from outside sources in order to fund
faculty research to a greater degree than is possible with the
normal resources of the University.

4. To provide a visible, institutionalized symbol of the university's
commitment to various areas of the world that will serve as
assurance to prospective faeulty members that their interests
will be supported and thereby facilitate their recruitment.
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5. To promote the development of research facilities, especially
library resources and foreign research sites.

6. To provide a milieu that will foster interdisciplinary research
undertakings which might otherwise fail to materialize in a
setting where scholars are "isolated" in departmental boundaries.

7. To support graduate student training especially in terms of
doctoral dissertation research conducted in foreign areas.

8. To identify gaps in course offerings in the University curriculum
in the international field, to exert influence on "underdeveloped"
departments reluctant to develop courses in deficient areas,
and to assist the departments in providing staff for such needed
new programs by paying part of the cost of such staff and
helping with recruitment.

9. To organize "orientation" courses that will familiarize students
in a broad sense with foreign areas and encourage them to
make such areas the focus of their academic program or to
realize career possibilities of such areas.

10. To provide a variety of public programs aimed at increasing
the general awareness of thc University community and the
general public with respect to the nature of foreign cultures.

11. To bring to the campus experts in various areas of the world
as a means of enriching the programs of all students as well as
those students engaged in area studies.

12. To serve as agencies for identifying a pool of specialized talent
that might staff the University's overseas project commitments.

13. To serve in a general way as a meeting ground for scholars
sharing an interest in particular areas of the world in expecta-
tion that upon this meeting ground will be generated greater
and different interests than previously existed.

The issue that has to be faced is whether the area studies centers
can do all of these things with distinction and quality. It can be
argued that the centers should be encouraged to view their functions
broadly. 111e centers might be considered as agencies charged with
undertaking any kind of activity which would draw the attention of
the University community to specific gcographic areas of the world.
However, there are strong reasons to question whether the area studies
centers-with limited resources and relatively small number of per-
sonnel-can do all these things equally well. Perhaps certain ends
that the centers try to serve could be realized more efficiently by
other means. It was concluded that the strength of the area studies
centers would be increased and that the total international program
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of the University would be best served if the centers wou Id move
in the future toward a narrowing of their functions, toward a con-
centration of their activities on more specific and limited objectives.

There was little evidence to suggest that area studies centers were
uniquely fitted to make a fundamental contribution to the interna-
tionalizing of the University in terms of (1) providing a general meet-
ing ground for scholars sharing an interest in a particular area of
the world in hopes that such a meeting would produce new interests;
(2) serving as agencies for "stockpiling" specialized talent that might
serve the University in its overseas project commitments; and (3) pro-
viding programs of public interest, Therefore these functions should
be minimized in terms of planning the activities of area studies centers
and of evaluating the effectiveness of the centers.

The proper role of area studies centers as "pressure groups" in
curriculum building and staff enlargement is difficult to ascertain.
Historically, such a function has been central to the area studies
concept, and many faculty members feel that the centers still have
an important mission to play in this respect. While respecting the
contribution that the area studies centers have made to curricular
growth and staff development and while realizing that there still
remains unfinished business with respect to the international aspects
of the University curriculum and staff, it seems best to begin shifting
these responsibilities to departments and colleges, where the basic
constitution of the University places them. With respect to curricular
problems at the undergraduate level and to the staffing of depart-
ments, the area studies centers could best serve the University by
acting in an advisory capacity to departments and colleges, utilizing
the channels described in Campus Environment and Administrative
Organization of this report as their means of assisting departments
and colleges.

The area studies centers can serve the University most effectively
by concentrating their major energies and resources toward generat-
ing and sustaining meaningful research pertaining to selected areas
of the world. They should be considered as the prime agencies for
supporting faculty research activities and for developing advanced
graduate training which will eventuate in new research competence
capable of enlarging knowledge with respect to various foreign areas.

The second issue relates to the problem of the scope of the activities
of the area studies centers. Even if one accepts the broad principle
that area studies centers should conceive their function primarily in
terms of research activities, there remains the question of whether or
not that activity should find a definite focus.
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The area studies centers identify themselves with immense geo-
graphical blocs and virtually every academic discipline could con-
ceivably develop research interests in some aspect of these areas
that may add up to nothing resembling a sustained effort and pro-
ducing nothing that would give the centers identity and distinction.
The faculty members who constitute the personnel associated with
the centers must find a meaningful focus for their activities so that
the center will stand for something that it docs uniquely and at a
high level of excellence,

The third issue concerns some deep-seated differences of opinion
on what types of research ought to be givcn highest priority as worthy
of support by the area centers. These divergencies need to be faced
and a resolution articulated because they appear to cause tensions in
the conduct of the centers and to create conflicts in the relationships
between centers and other segments of the University.

Individual faculty members expressed the opinions that the centers
were not interested in supporting individual research projects; were
only interested in supporting research that was related to an overseas
project; were not interested in research connected with theoretical
knowledge; were not interested enough in interdisciplinary research.
The evidence to support these allegations was not impressive, but
their existence has been enough to create impediments to the smooth
functioning of the centers. Inevitably, in a world of limited resources,
centers will have to make choices in lending support to various kinds
of research, Some broad criteria pointing toward the kind of research
most appropriate to area studies centers secm crucial in shaping their
future.

The centers ought to place a higher priority on interdisciplinary
research. They should also give special encouragement to the kind
of research that involves forcign experience. If a service dimension
is present in a research undertaking, it should be respected; but the
concept of service cannot be made the sole criterion for judging
research undertaking. The centers can never afford to rule out of their
considerations the research interests of an individual faculty member,
for by so doing the centers will begin to cut themselves off from the
faculty and thus will sacrifice the support that they must have for
vigorous growth.

The fourth issue concerns whether there ought to be a standard
pattern of organization best suited to the conduct of the affairs of any
and all studies centers. Two basic patterns exist: (1) the area center
composed of a core group closely identified with the center by virtue
of a formal attachment to it, and selected because the members of the
core group can or have made some distinctive contribution to the pro-
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gram of the center, and thus have added to its stature by being attached
to it; or (2) the area center composed of a loosely affiliated group of
faculty members drawn from a wide range of campus activities and
disciplines based upon an expressed interest in some aspect of the
area represented by the center. Direction, focus, and standards of
performance appcar to be arrived at more easily under the core group
concept of membership. The more loosely defined concept of member-
ship, however, appears to engage a much wider range of campus
interests connected with a foreign area than does the center organized
around a core membership.

The problems of communication, integrating programs, evaluating
performance, and reaching decisions with the rest of the University
are multiplied when the centers are organized and operated in different
ways. The findings point to the desirability of greater uniformity in the
organization of centers. Consistent with the general view that the area
studies centers could serve the University best if they become more
exclusively research oriented, then it wou ld seem best if the centers
became more tightly and narrowly organized as core groups, composed
of productive scholars whose service to the University is evaluated,
at least in part, by research output and teaching, and whose particular
talents in this direction could be sustained with the full resources of
the centers. The most compelling reason for advocating the core
concept is its emphasis on quality in the center's activities.

The fifth issue is the urgcnt Heed to discover the most suitable
place or places for the area studies centers in the University's organi-
zational structure. The present multiple or variable arrangements
raise many problems in terms of establishing clearly defined adminis-
trative procedures with respect to other agencies of the University.

The attachment of the African Studies Center to the College of
Social Science has been satisfactory to all parties. The development
of the Asian and Latin American Studies Centers has not been optimum
as organized under the Office of International Programs and change is
recommended by the Office.

It was impossible to define a single, most appropriate organizational
format suited to the area studies centers. Guidelines are suggested
for reaching a decision for the placement of each area studies center:
( I) all area studies centers should be located more directly within
the University academic organizational structure rather than the
Office of International Programs so that they are ultimately respon-
sible to the Office of the Provost; (2) centers should be encouraged
to establish themselves administratively within the primary academic
unit of the University to which their activities and personnel relate
most directly.
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The sixth issue concerns the decision of where to direct the Univer-
sity's energies over the next several years in terms of maintaining exist-
ing centers and creating new ones. Several criteria might be used
as a basis for deciding the feasibility of area studies centers. To base
these decisions on such criteria as the full range of students' interests
in foreign nations; the new developing nations which have had little
attention or which have not yet attracted the attention of other univer-
sities; the avai1ability of resources in the future; or the University's in-
volvements in technical assistance programs would not provide the Uni-
versity with assurance of the greatest relevance and effectiveness of the
programs. It seems more desirable for the University to encourage
area studies centers to develop with respect to those areas of the
'world that are likely to he critical in determining the future shape
of world affairs and of national interest of the United States. Another
significant criterion would be to develop area studies centers for
those areas of the world for which there is already demonstrated
scholarly competence on the campus, or for which competent person-
nel are known to be available for employment.

The United States and the whole world will need to know more
and more about every aspect of society in these areas. The community
of scholars should organize itself for the task of gathering, evaluating,
and propagating knowledge with respect to these areas of the world.
Area studies centers can serve as beachheads for the scholarly activity
that is desperately needed. The University must accept the respon-
sibility that it has an obligation to seek knowledge where knowledge
is needed. But only knowledge of great sophistication will be useful
in the face of the issues involved in these areas. Therefore, there must
he competent talent focused on the study of these areas, and there
must be more talent trained to sustain the study and teaching of these
areas. The University must be guided by the talent it has, or can
expect to command, in deciding which of these areas it will select for
concentrated research efforts.

Recommendations for Area Studies Centers

On the basis of the deliberations outlined in the preceding sections
of this report, the following recommendations are set forth with respect
to area studies centers at Michigan State University.

1. That in the future area studies centers be viewed primarily as
agencies for the promotion of research activities relative to the
geographical areas of the worla-'with which each center
identifies itself.
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2. That the major responsibility for developing curricular pro-
grams relative to area studies be ~cntrusted tQ departments and
colleges and that funds available for such purposes be allocated
to the appropriate departments and colleges rather than to
area studies centers. Exception to this procedure must, of
course, be made in cases where outside funds are granted to
area studies centers with specific stipulations for use in cur-
ricular development such as NDEA. The area studies centers
should serve in an advisory role in stimulating departments and
colleges in curricular development.

3. That the area studies centers conceive their research respon-
sibility in as broad terms as possible, seeking to be responsive
to all faculty members, from whatever discipline, who have
research interests relating to the geographical areas identified
with each area studies center.

4. But within the broad objective defined in recommendation
number three above, that each area studies center seek to de-
velop research emphases and concentrations that will give it
a distinctive character and a definite identity. Such emphases
and concentrations should emerge from faculty interests as
they express themselves in the core faculty of the centers.
Interdisciplinary research carried out in an overseas setting
ought to be especially encouraged by each center.

5. That area studies centers be encouraged to make use of and
contribute to overseas research and technical assistance projects
undertaken by other segments of the University in those parts
of the world with which each center is concerned; and that
when appropriate, and when based on expressed faculty in-
terest and competence, the centers assume the initiative in
organizing such research undertakings as a means of increasing
faculty and graduate student exposure to overseas situations
and of developing new and potentially fruitful areas of research.

6. That in terms of their internal structure the areas studies centers
be conceived as groups of competent scholars who have shown
interest in the development of the centers, a sense of the goals
of the centers, and demonstrated ability for the kind of col-
laborative effort implicit in area studies activities. That core
faculty of an area studies center will constitute the advisory
body of the center.

7. That formal attachment of any faculty member to the core
group of an area studies center (i.e., membership in an area
studies center) shall be made dependent upon research interest
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in the geographical area appropriate to the center, competence
in that field, and demonstrated ability to perform research.
Eligibility for membership shall be judged by the center direc-
tor and the core group of the center. Formal appointment of
a faculty member to an area studies center must have the
approval of the faculty member's department chairman and
dean, who are entitled to a justification of such attachment
before their decision on approval or disapproval. All faculty
members attached to an area studies center will retain member-
ship in an academic department, and this membership will
constitute their principal academic affiliation.

8. That in placing the area studies centers in the organization
structure of the University, the following principles be observed:
a) In genera], the area studies centers should ultimately be

responsible to the Office of the Provost through which their
activities can be related to the total academic program of
the University.

b) Within the organizational structure falling under the Office
of the Provost, the area studies centers should be encouraged
whenever possible to find their administrative attachment
within the principal academic units of the University. Con-
ceivably, centers could be organized within departments.
But under norma] circumstances the most likely attach-
ment for a center would be to a college, with the director
responsible to the dean of the college.

(') Under certain circumstances whcrc the center's core faculty
and activities clearly and integrally cut across two colleges,
an arrangement of dual college attachment should be work-
ed out, with the two deans responsible for working out the
particulars of the arrangement. In such cases the director
of the center should be responsible to one or both deans,
as may be agreed upon.

d) Area studies centers whose core faculty and activities in-
volve in a substantial way three or more colleges should he
attached to the Office of International Programs, with the
director of the center responsible to the Dean of Inter-
national Programs, who in turn answers to the Office of the
Provost for the activities of the center.

e) The ultimate criteria for identifying the administrative unit
to which the area studies centers will be attached should
be: (1) defined focus within the center which identifies it
with the principal activities of the unit to which it wishes
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to attach itself, (2) the number of core faculty personnel
whose primary attachment is in the academic unit to which
the center wishes to be attached, (3) a willingness of the
unit to which the center wishes to be attached to accept
and support the center, (4) a consent to such an arrange-
ment by the Office of the Provost acting upon the advice
of the Office of International Programs and the appropriate
administrative officials of the units involved.

f) When the area studies centers are attached to departments
or colleges, procedures shall be developed to communicate
their activities to the Office of International Programs. When
area studies centers are attached to the Office of Inter-
national Programs, procedures shall be developed to com-
municatc their activities to concerned departments and
colleges.

H. That in making the principles outlined in recommendation 8,
above, operational in the context of the present situation relative
to area studies centers, the following should be undertaken:

a) The African Studies Center should remain in the College
of Social Science.

b) Steps should be taken to identify the core personnel and
function of the Latin American Center with a view toward
identifying a suitable college or dual college attachment.

e) After the present Asian Studies Center is divided (as
recommended in 10 below), similar steps shou ld be taken
to identify each of the new centers with a particular college.
On the basis of the present staff strength and interests, it
appears that the proposed East Asian Studies Center is
likely to have an historical-literary orientation and might
best fit into the College of Arts and Letters, while the
proposed South Asian Studies Center seems most likely to
have special strength in the social sciences disciplines and
might best fit into the College of Social Sciences. However,
these decisions must ultimately stem from a rigorous ex-
amination of the total situation by all agencies and staf]
members involved.

d) The Canadian-American Studies Program should remain in
the College of Arts and Letters.

e) The Russian and East European program should remain in
the College of Arts and Letters, unless in the judgment of
the faculty group associated with this program and the
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deans of the College of Arts and Letters and Social Sciences
it seems advisable to work out a dual college arrangement.

10. The University should proceed as follows with respect to
existing centers and possible ncw ones:

a) Sustain and give vigorous support to the African Studies
Center.

b) Sustain and encourage the Russian and East European
program. It is probably time to elevate it to a full-fledged
area studies center. Such a step, however, should not be
taken unless an established scholar with a commitment to
the area center concept can be found to serve as director
of the center.

e) Sustain and encourage the present Canadian Studies pro-
gram, especially in those activities that will identify the
University with research in thc Canadian area.

d) Maintain a Latin American Studies Ccnter, but undertake
a restructuring of the present center in line with the broad
principles of this report. The task of restructuring the
present center should be undertaken by the Office of the
Provost with the collaboration of the Office of International
Programs. A small special committee of established scholars
in Latin American studies and of University staff members
experienced in the University's Latin American involvement
should be constituted to identify a core faculty for the re-
constructed center and to chart a direction for its activities.

e) Sustain and encourage the present interest in Asian studies,
but seek to bring this program into a more manageable
structure by dividing the present Asian Studies Center into
two centers: an East Asian Studies Center with a primary
focus on China and a South Asian Studies Center with a
primary focus on India and Pakistan. This reorganization
of the present Asian Studies Center should he thc occasion
for an identilication of the core faculty of each proposed
new center and for a rigorous stocktaking as to future needs
in terms of bringing the proposed new centers to a genuine
level of excellence.

f) Initiate steps for the establishment of a Western European
Studies Center, with the ultimate formalization of this center
being made dependent on the definition of a focus by in-
terested faculty members, on a rigorous identification of a
core faculty, on acceptable arrangements for the location
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of the center within the University administrative structure,
and on the selection of an established scholar as director
of the center.

g) Project as a future objective the development of a Middle
East Studies Center, with the ultimate realization of this
objective being dependent on the willingness of departments
and colleges to lay the foundations for the center hy com-
mitting their resources to curricular and staff development
in this area.

11. That, in deciding the order of priority for allocating resources
in support of these several centers, the University be gov-
erned primarily by the scholarly performance of the centers.
Such performance should be evaluated in terms of publications
judged excellent by the professional peers of the centers'
personnel, by effectiveness in developing research proposals
capable of competing for outside monies, by completed gradu-
ate degrees in which centers' personnel are involved, by the
ability of the center to add to the attractiveness of Michigan
State University in faculty recruitment, and by thc quality of
the centers' contribution to the University's overseas involve-
ment. The application of these criteria to the centers at the
moment would result in the following conclusions that ought
to be adhered to for the next few years:
a) The African Studies Center has achieved a level of genuine

excellence and should be given strong support in the future.
b) The other existing centers and programs have not yet

reached a level of performance of genuine distinction. Any
decision at the present moment to single one or another out
for a "crash" program of development appears unwarranted.

c) However, each of the existing centers and programs has the
potential to develop beyond its present level. That potential,
the fruit of the labors of the past five years, could, if
realized, reflect the University's commitment to the ad-
vancement of knowledge and service to the larger society,
could promote the international consciousness of the Uni-
versity community, and could satisfy a felt need on the
part of faculty members to he identified with area studies
programs. Therefore, an effort should be made to support
the potential of the centers over a definite period of time
into the future. The committee believes that a five-year
development period should be projected for the Latin
American, the East Asian, the SOil th Asian, and the pro-
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posed Western European Studies Centers and for the
Hussian and East European Program and the Canadian-
American Program.

d) During this development period every cffort should be
made to attract outside resources for the support of these
centers. Where such support is lacking for the centers' basic
activities, the University should be prepared to render
support to the centers. However" such support should be
forthcoming only after a rigorous evaluation of proposed
activity to assure its appropriateness to the centers' basic
role and after a careful determination of the chances that
investment in the personnel engaged in the undertaking will
eventuate in an improvement of the centers' and the Uni-
versity's status. Such care in evaluating each center's on-
going activities should keep the investment in the centers
at a manageable level and assure the expenditure of rc-
sources for what will accrue to the profit of centers and
the University.

e) If at the end of five ycars, any of the centers has not demon-
strated development capability in terms of scholarly output
and attractiveness to graduatc students, it should be dis-
banded. During the five-year development period each of
the centers should be subjected to constant evaluation from
within and without the University in an attempt to assess
accurately its progress.

f) In attempting to assess the potential of the centers under
discussion, the University may have a unique opportunity
to attain distinction in its South Asian Center and in its
Western European Center. Although it does not appear
justified at the moment to recommend a large-scale com-
mitmcnt to either, it seems that each should be scrutinized
with special care during the next few years. If either begins
to show signs of dynamism and quality achievement, then
a stronger commitment of resources should be made to speed
the growth process. However, if any of the other centers
shows the same vigor during the development period, it
should receive a stronger support in the same fashion.

12. That, in line with its basic conviction that area studies centers
will develop most effectively if they grow step by step from
one solid achievement to another rather than by a crash pro-
gram, the University work out through a special study group
a rational set of criteria and guidelines to he applied in evalua-
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ting area studies centers and guiding their future development,
and that these criteria and guidelines be adhered to by all
agencies of the University concerned with area studies centers.

FUNCTIONAL INSTITUTES

In evaluating the functional institutes, important variations in their
history and developments became apparent. The variations represent
a period of eontinuting evolution in determining the institutes' pur-
poses, emphases, and relationships to the departmental and college
structure.

The variations in the Functional institutes have been influenced by
Factors external to the University, such as, the needs of the developing
nations and their institutions for specific technical assistance and ex-
pertise. The initial emphasis was associated primarily with assistance
in building educational and agricultural institutions aud secondarily
with the opportunity for professional research pursuits. The variations
have also been influenced by local factors, such as, the competition
with accelerating teaching and research demands put upon depart-
ments to accommodate their undergraduate and graduate students, as
well as the limited interest and availability of internationally competent
staff.

Throughout its history, the Michigan State University land-grant
philosophy of service has been a conspicuous characteristic in influcnc-
ing the purposes and emphases of the functional institutes in "r:;ri-
culture and education toward institution building and technical assist-
ance. These assistance programs have been instrumental, if not
essential, in developing the physical support bases and resources, as
wcll as interest and "cultural" awareness of the overseas si: nations,
enabling the current research programs of functional institutes to be
initiated. Now, with the changing demands of these overseas situa-
tions and with the increasing faculty professional interests and COIll-

potence, the emphases have shifted toward research programs.
Along with these changes in purposes and programs, there are

variations in the acceptance and support of the functional institutes
by the departments and other faculty members. Reactions have varied
from resentment to wholehearted endorsement and commitment.
When the functional institute program foci have been perceived as
professionally interesting and rewarding, the response has included
staff joint appointments, overstaffing to accommodate international
assignments, and campus backstopping systems to support faculty
and programs.
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Even though the functional institutes are located in the colleges, the
relationships of the directors to the dean, department heads and
faculty members vary considerably. They vary from having an
assistant clean in the position of director, to some where the organi-
zational level of the director and the program's future are yet to be
determined.

In order to see this evolution more clearly and to evaluate the
current status and direction of the functional institutes, particularly
their purposes, emphases, and relationships, a brief summary of the
developments of the functional institutes is given.

Institute of International Agriculture and Nutrition

Foreign programs in the College of Agriculture and Natural Re-
sources existed as far back as 1950. From ID51 to 1962 international
involvement by this college was primarily in the institutional-building
projects overseas:

Colombia (1951-59-62 )-advise, tcach, and confer with Colombian
Agricultural faculty, Agricultural Experiment Station, and Extension
Program.

Okinawa (1951- )-advise, teach, and confer on the applications
of thc land-grant principles for thc agriculture faculty.

Pakistan (1958- )-stimulate agricultural and rural development
through advice on instructional and research programs of the
academies for rural development at Comilla and Peshawar.

Taiwan (1960-64) -provide agricultural specialist assistance to Na-
tional Taiwan University at Taipei.

Nigeria (1961- )-advise on establishment of faculty and pro-
gram of agriculture at University of Nigeria.

Argentina (1965- )-provide technical assistance for development
of College of Agriculture at Balcarce, Argentina.

From 1963 to the present time, the involvement in overseas research
projects has increased with programs such as: PL 480 Market Studies
in Colombia; Food for Peace Research Project; Feed Grain and Live-
stock Economics in the EEC; Consortium Study of Nigerian Rural
Development; Latin American Food Marketing Study; Plan alto Central
Development Study; Agricultural Mechanization Study in Africa. The
majority of these projects were initiated and developed by the De-
partment of Agricultural Economics. The technical departments still
have considerable involvement in institution building programs. The
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increased research emphasis developed both outside of and within
the context of the institution building and technical assistance pro-
grams.

There are certain unique characteristics of the College of Agri-
culture that are particularly relevant to these developments. Because
of the long-term emphasis of this College on resident teaching, re-
search, and extension, these demands for international assistance have
been relatively easily satisfied. The strong commitment to service gave
this College an appropriate adaptability to assistance programs not
generally found in the other colleges.

During recent years, another relevant feature is the fact that
the demand for undergraduate teaching has not increased as contrasted
to the sharply increased demands experienced in other colleges. This
trend in agriculture has reduced the pressure for undergraduate teach-
ing staff and permitted the assignment of graduate programs, research,
and extension in the domestic as well as in international programs
with some degree of freedom.

The faculty of the College of Agriculture seems generally satisfied
with the results, relationships and opportunities to date. They have
strong feelings that the faculty can and should determine the programs
and allocation of resources within the line organization, if they become
available in domestic or international programs. With this experience
and involvement the initiative for the formation in July, 19G5, of the
functional institute, the Economic and Agricultural Development In-
stitute, came from members of the Departments of Agricultural Eco-
nomics and Economics who were interested in the field of economic
development.

A few months after its inception, the Institute was given the adminis-
tration of two research contracts with AID. One was the development
of a research "map" to guide subsequent study and evaluation of the
U. S. Food for Peace Program, and to assess the strengths and weak-
nesses of the program. The second contract grew out of an AID
request that American universities having AID-sponsored technical
assistance projects in Nigeria join in a cooperative research endeavor
to study problems relating to the country's rural development. Four
American universities are involved, including Kansas State University,
Colorado State University, University of Wisconsin, and Michigan
State. Also included were the U. S. Department of the Interior and
the Department of Agriculture.

In 1966 an interesting change occurred in the Economic and Agri-
cultural Development Institute when the area of economics was
absorbed into the Institute for International Business, which is the
concern of the College of Business, and the area of agricultural eco-
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nomics was absorbed into the Institute of International Agriculture
and Nutrition as the concern of the College of Agriculture. This change
suggests the freedom to alter the structure and emphases of the in-
stitutes, but also suggests the appropriateness of locating an institute
within a particular college which has primary professional interest,
support, and control. At that time, the major concern of agricultural
economics seemed to relate to agricultural programs significant to the
developing nations; whereas, the interests of the economists were not
so focused on developing nations. The foci seemed to be different in
problem orientation as well as geographical orientation, so that the
separation seemed sound.

The Institute of International Agriculture and Nutrition is support-
ing and coordinating with the Department of Agricultural Engineering
a research program in agricultural mechanization in West Africa. The
Institute is making a concerted effort to bring together a number of
interdisciplinary areas to stimulate faculty interest for integrated pro-
grams in rural development.

Institute for International Studies in Education

The needs of nations of the world to develop their human resources
places an emphasis on education. More people are becoming aware
of the necd to expand the knowledge of international education and
its role in the modernization process, It is evident that it is not
enough to simply educate more people-the need is to educate in such
a way that education becomes an instrument for helping societies to
gain a better understanding of each other and achieve the goals which
will bring out the greatest potential of their members. It is this need
together with the interest and commitment of Michigan State Uni-
versity in international education that provides the motivation and
direction for the work of the Institute for International Studies in Ed-
ucation which was established in 1964. Its purposes are to carry out
programs of technical assistance, increase knowledge about the role
of education in the development of nations, and to foster research
on problems of international education,

In the field of technical assistance the Institute has attempted to
encourage innovations aimed at improving the quality of programs
and the feedback to the campus. Currently the Institute is assisting
in the improvement of educational planning in Thailand and in the
development of a graduate program in the Thai universities that will
improve the quality of graduate education.

Negotiations have been carried on to reestablish interuniversity eo-
operation between Michigan State University and the University of
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San Carlos, Guatemala. This program would involve the Instituto
De Investigaciones Y Mcjoramiento Educativo (IIME) that conducted
research activities in Guatemala with the assistance of Michigan State
University personnel from 1962 to 1964.

Discussions are being held with AID and the Government of Turkey
to establish a human resource development program similar to the
program in Thailand. It is anticipated that a faculty team will be
sent to Turkey during 1967.

A different program in which the Institute has been involved is
the Mexican and Central American Bi-National Schools Program.
During the past decade the College of Education has had a contract
to provide teacher in-service consultation and credit workshops and
courses to the staff of thirteen American Schools in Mexico and Central
America. During the existence of this program approximately seventy
staff members have served for periods ranging from two weeks to six
months as consultants to these schools. The content of these con-
sultations has ranged from methods of teaching English as a second
language, to mathematics methods, to school surveys, to techniques
of small group interaction.

In this Institute there has been considerable support of individual
faculty members' research. There has been a gradual but deliberate
tendency to move away from conventional technical assistance con-
tracts to contracts that include more opportunities for faculty and
graduate student research relatcd to the problems on which technical
assistance is provided. In this Institute there has been an identification
of two areas of major professional focus: educational planning and
development and cross-cultural learning. Wide acceptance of the
focus within the college should facilitate faculty support, involvement,
and commitment to the program. Furthermore, it is felt that if such a
focus can be achieved early, then there is less tendency for the Institute
to be pulled in many directions and to dissipate its resources.

International Communication Institute

The International Communication Institute and its College of
Communication Arts have had histories and programs that are quite
different from the Institute of International Agriculture and the In-
stitute for International Studies in Education and their respective
colleges. The International Communication Institute identified and
supported specific recognized faculty competences and by capitalizing
on them stressed curricular development and research programs re-
lated to international communication. There was little history or
orientation to institution building or technical assistance.
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An examination of the five departments of the College of Com-
munication Arts shows that within the last years ovcr sixteen new
courses have been developed in the broad area of international com-
munication. One of the developments in curricula has been in the
School of Journalism in which five new courses are being planned.
These courses will deal with such subjects as the comparative de-
velopment of communication systems, their political, cultural and
economic roles; the role of the media; the extent of freedom and
control of the media, and professional education and training. In
the Department of Communication, the course "Mass Media and the
Developing Countries" was offered for the first time. One of the
most promising programs in curricular development was the for-
mation of a joint faculty committee in political science and com-
munication, to develop a doctor of philosophy program in communi-
cation and political development.

In the research areas, the Institute has enabled the chief of party
of the Nigeria University Advisory Group to complete a research pro-
gram on the communication habits of the Nsukka Igbo. The Institute,
in cooperation with the Asian Studies Center, supported an associate
professor of speech in a research project for one year in Japan on
the translation of several Kabuki plays. TIle Fulbright Commission
awarded an extension of the grant for research on the Japanese theatre
to collect materials for fifteen play translations which would then
comprise the history of Kabuki dramas.

The Institute coordinates with the Department of Communication
on the major MSU-AID project studying the diffusion of innovations
in rural societies at sites in Brazil, Nigeria, and India. As a part of
the project, a Diffusion Document Center has been established at
Michigan State University to correlate the new data and assemble
all available publications on diffusion.

The Institute has supported a Speech Department professor's project,
"Speech Pathology and Audiology in Nigeria," and a feasibility study
on auditory and oral language development of Indian children and
the understanding of attitudes of Indians toward handicaps of speech
and hearing.

From this limited enumeration the International Communication
Institute has demonstrated Iacnlty-centered interest in initiating and
implementing programs that involve and commit the faculty members,
that facilitate curriculum development for undergraduate and grad-
uate students, and that provide research opportunities.

The International Communication Institute draws faculty partici-
pation from throughout the University's social science disciplines.
The four main research areas which the Institute has set for study
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and support are: cross-cultural communication, diffusion of ideologies
and technological innovations; communication with illiterates and
recent literates; studies of the various means of communication used
throughout the world; and research projects specifically related to in-
structional programs in international communication.

The Institute for International Business and
Economic Development Studies

The College of Business and the Graduate School of Business Ad-
ministration and its faculty under the leadership of its dean has had
considerable involvement overseas in Brazil, Turkey, and India. These
programs have been associated primarily with institution-building
projects. There is a reservoir of international experience and com-
petence among the Michigan State University faculty as well as among
the faculty of these cooperating overseas institutions.

The Institute was established in 1964 with a small grant from the
University's Ford Foundation funds. The specific and stated purpose
of the grant was to support the Institute's research program. It was
decided that the Institute would be organized in such a way as to
utilize the existing resources of the Bureau of Business and Economic
Ilesearch, which is a part of the Graduate Sehool of Business Admin-
istration. The Bureau has had a number of years of experience in
administering and conducting research, and has an extensive publi-
cations program.

One of the Institute's activities is providing support for the program
in international marketing. This program grew out of the preliminary
study done jointly with the Latin American Studies Center. The pro-
gram, Latin American Marketing Planning Center, involves faculty
members from the Department of Marketing and Transportation
Administration, the Department of Agricultural Economics, and the
Department of Communication, The program is supported through
a major grant from AID.

From their experiences and programs, the faculty members have
not identified any general agreement on international problems or
research interest. The faculty expressed little need for an institute
which would initiate or support their individual or collective research
interests. Ford Foundation funds have been used for a minimum of
administrative support and limited research support. Increased finan-
cial support would be welcomed, but at the moment there is no for-
malized or institute program for using them. The part-time director
has been preparing several proposals and exploring approaches in an
effort to develop a focus for a program.
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There are apparently several factors contributing to the current
status of the Institute. The College of Business and the Graduate
School of Business Administration have grown tremendously in the
last few years and particularly in the area of master's and doctoral
programs. The teaching pressures are obviously great. The many
opportunities to pursue individual research and study may explain the
limited faculty response to international institute programs. The de-
velopments and demand of the domestic economy provide more
opportunities than the faculty can use. The opinion was expressed
that the domestic economy and the economies of Western Europe,
European Common Market, Eastern Europe, etc., are professionally
more attractive than the economies of underdeveloped nations. There
was evidence of considerable staff interest and professional compe-
tencies which might be exploited by the Institute in developing study
and research programs in Europe for the faculty members and
graduate students.

Critical Issues

This review of the development of the functional institutes indi-
cates that in this short time the institutes have been involved in diverse
activities and functioned in different ways. The requests for assistance
and the financial support in the AID programs and foundation grants
have influenced the kinds of activities on which the institutes would
focus. It is not surprising that the institutes have not yet established
a uniform procedure or pattern for themselves nor have the colleges
within which they reside. It is clear that the institutes have been
effective in nurturing and developing faculty competence and pro-
grams of recognized excellence in institution building, technical
assistance, and research settings.

In the course of the investigations it was concluded that certain
issues kept recurring. If certain principles or decisions regarding
these issues as they relate to the institutes' purposes, organization,
and modes of operation could be clarified, the effectiveness of the
functional institutes might be enhanced. Certain of these issues are
presented.

The first issue concerns thc relationship of functional institutes to
institution building and technical assistance programs. The institutes'
emphasis on problems associated with a particular discipline, such
as educational planning, diffusion of information, rural development
and marketing-regardless of their geographical location-has made
the institutes more adaptable to the international institution-building
and technical assistance programs. The returns or pay-off to many
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professional disciplines related to the institutes, to the University, as
well as to the host nation are convincing evidence that they merit
support.

To avoid an unfavorable balance of exports of expertise and tech-
nical assistance when compared to imports of professional feedback
for teaching, research and publications of a university, the prerequisite
for institution-building and technical assistance programs should in-
clude the establishment of long-term locations of study and research
opportunities for graduate students and faculty. It is anticipated that
these problem-centered programs will establish the basis for profes-
sional exchange among faculty members around the world, which will
continue long after the term of any formal contract. It is logical that
the institute members capitalize on the extension of the discipline's
domestic interests and problems to promising and relevant interna-
tional opportunities.

The second issue concerns the role of functional institutes in partially
funding curricular development and research by the faculty members.
The International Communication Institute, particularly, has dem-
onstrated that it can exploit limited financial resources to the advan-
tage of many faculty in fulfilling their professional interests and re-
sponsibilities in curricular development and research. This procedure
of supporting individual faculty development toward curricular im-
provement and research is the opposite of the procedure of supporting
faculty research within technical assistance programs. The crux of
both procedures is that the excellence of the staff and the quality of
the programs are paramount in achieving the objectives of the insti-
tute's functions, whether in curriculum development, research or
technical assistance.

These advantages of partial funding will be increased if and when
additional monies become available to the institutes. The professional
achievements and recognition of the institutes' staff and programs
have resulted in foundations and agencies initiating requests for
these services and programs. The acceptance and support by the
faculty, departments and colleges for the institutes' program, proce-
dures and accomplishments recommend this procedure of subsidizing.

The third issue concerns the definition of the proper functions of
the institutes. Attempts were made to get a consistent statement of
the functions of the institutes in developing the international dimen-
sion in their respective colleges. In general, there was some agreement
on the following functions:

1. To promote research dealing with topics relevant to the disci-
pline;
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2. To support individual faculty member's professional research
interests and competence;

3. To facilitate interdisciplinary approach to problem-centered
research;

4. To attract research support from all sources within and outside
the University;

5. To provide professional and administrative backstopping for
faculty members engaged in research;

6. To develop and support graduate student training and research;
7. To promote and support faculty study and research directed

toward curricular development;
8. To contribute to the fundamental knowledge of the discipline

and to develop the methodologies for study and research;
9. To provide technical assistance;

10. To inform the faculty of programs, opportunities, teaching and
research needs;

II. To convene interest groups, resource people and specialized
talent, to establish and to maintain effective liaison with the
Committee on Institutional Cooperation (eIC), MUCIA, gov-
ernment agencies, foundations;

12. To explore new research and program possibilities and develop-
ments;

13. To promote public relations which facilitate the recruitment of
outstanding graduate students.

In all these functions one common element appears to be the sup-
port of the faculty member, whether he is involved in developing
and advancing research opportunities, or developing curricula and
training programs for the undergraduate and graduate students, or
in technical assistance.

The fourth issue concerns the role of the institute within the college.
One of the institutes raised the question of the role of any institute
within a college and whether the role of all institutes within a college
should be the same or consistent regardless of the program. In some
cases an institute provides a visible entity for programming or re-
ceiving funds. It is seen as performing the function of an enabling
act for a program which has little initial interest or acceptability by
the members of the faculty. It is a "trial balloon" exposure which
does not require heavy commitments of resources. Others describe
the institute as being on the "cutting edge" of study and research. All
these functions can be desirable and productive.
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The important factor relating to this issue is that the appropriate
persons determine what role the institute is to perform within the
college and for how long a time. Unless there is recognition and
establishment of the institute's role and functions by appropriate per-
sons, friction occurs among the members of the department or college
regarding the objectives, programs, and achievements of the institutes.
The commitment to the institute's objectives and program should have
official recognition and broad-based support within the college. In
this way the periodic appraisal and determination of the direction
and programs of the institute wiII have the benefit of responsible
faculty counsel and support.

The fifth issue concerns the relationship of the functional institute
to thc personnel of the departments and the colleges. The institutes
are located within their respective colleges. The directors report
directly to the dean and work informally with the department heads.
As is true of most organizations, the effectiveness of the peer relation-
ship is important and there should be means to assure that faculty
participants in the institutes will have genuine supportive professional
and line relationships with their colleagues. Inasmuch as departments
have responsibility for the well being of their faculty, they are the
logical agency to develop and implement these assurances to the
members who have part-time or full-time involvement with the
institutes.

One of the attempts to bring the functional institutes into a more
effective relationship with the departments and colleges is through
the use of an advisory committee. The purpose is not control, but
guidance, support, and more widespread faculty commitment. Cur-
rently, these advisory committees are nominal.

To be specific, if a faculty member has an international research
interest or proposal, his immediate professional colleagues are most
competent to evaluate and assist. Within his department therc is a
representative group which, because of awareness of the department's
commitment to teaching and research, could make a professional
recommendation of support and priority. On thc college level, an
advisory group could make a procedural evaluation for support and
priority, consistent with the college level of objectives and resources.
At the university level a faculty representative group would report
to the Provost as advisors to assure that the objectives of the faculty
were being equitably recognized and advanced. All of these advisory
groups would serve the line organization.

Functional institute advisory committees would have the responsi-
bility of fairly and consistently representing the interests of all faculty,
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being particularly aware of developing and reinforcing professional
competence. Because of financial limitations there is a realization
that no faculty can support everything that the institute wants despite
its competencies and interests. Here again, is an area of responsibility
which a representative advisory committee could assume: what are
the areas of faculty and program excellence that need continued
support of high priority? the areas of basic faculty and program com-
petence that require substantial maintenance support? the areas of
potential significance for the faculty and discipline that need sub-
sidized support for exploration?

The sixth issue concerns the influence of administrative relation-
ships on functional institutes. The functional institute members are
interested in the position of international programs in the administra-
tive structure. It was suggested that if the departments and colleges
were assigned full academic and fiscal responsibility for international
programs, then the international program would be encompassed in
in the regular University operating and budgetary structure. For
example, if the International Education Act were supported with
legislated monies and these monies came to the University as a line
item, then the functional institutes would be represented as an integral
part of the department and college budgets. The program would be
determined and included in the usual channels of the faculty, depart-
ment and dean. If a faculty member or members have an inter-
national proposal which in turn has the endorsement and support of
the appropriate department or departments and dean, then it is a
budget line item like any domestic program. An established system
of faculty criteria and priorities would be utilized for the international
program.

Over a period of time the same surveillance and accountability for
international programs as is exercised in domestic programs will be
reinforced by the system of academic rewards. The colleges whose
faculty and institutes of international studies demonstrate superior
performance and excellent achievements will receive increasing num-
bers of staff and financial support for their international efforts.
Where there is lack of superior performance, these advantages will
not be forthcoming.

Alertness to the possible absence of an essential program area must
be maintained so that new programs will be considered. Therefore,
there might be gradations from priority support of a few areas of
excellence, to the continuous support of broad programs of compe-
tence, to the exploratory support of untried but promising programs.
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If the functional institute programs were an integral part of the
faculty, department and college commitments, there would be closer
support and continuous visibility and recognition. However, when
a program is directed primarily out of the Office of International
Programs directly across the University, the individual faculty mem-
ber seems to lose his professional identity and visibility, and, real-
istically, the department and college are preoccupied with their own
commitments. This procedure does not deny the essential contribu-
tion of the Dean and Office of International Programs but accentuates
their staff functions.

The seventh issue concerns the research focus or emphasis of the
functional institutes. Whatever the role the institute has performed-
on the "cutting edge" of international research, technical assistance,
or study and research for curricular development-sit seems reasonable
that an early stage would include the evaluation and consolidation of
studies and findings that might develop a core of interests for other
faculty and graduate students in the department or college. At this
point there is a confrontation with the fact that funds and resources
are limited. Choices have to be made. In response to realistic climen-
sions and the professional criteria, decisions have to be made on
where to place the emphasis and where to give the support. Ideally,
it would be hoped that the development would bring to focus an
area comprehensive and central enough to interest many faculty of
the department, college, and university.

The eighth issue relates to the membership of the Functional insti-
tutes. There has been some interest in establishing a core of faculty
for the functional institutes. The core would include the director,
research director, research faculty, and administrative personnel. If
this pattern were followed, the criteria for core affiliation would be
professional excellence and performance which are directly related
to the discipline within its international dimension. However, a core
group can become a limiting factor in building a narrow program
which is of limited interest to the other professional faculty. This
parochial quality would antagonize the genuinely interested and com-
petent faculty members and should be avoided.

Recommendations for Functional Institutes

On the basis of the investigations thc following recommendations
are made with respect to the functional institutes at Michigan State
University:
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1. That the functional institute continue to be located within a
college where it will receive appropriate line support and pro-
fessional recognition;

2. That the functional institutes continue as the primary agencies
to develop and promote problem-oriented research activities
wherever they may be most advantageously pursued in the
geographical areas of the world.

:3. That the functional institutes continue to support the faculty
in their research and studies which provide international gradu-
ate study and research opportunities and which develop critical
undergraduate and graduate international curricular contribu-
tions;

4. That, consistent with this University's land-grant philosophy
and the institute's professional needs, functional institutes con-
tinue to support technical assistance and institution building
programs, especially when the program develops or provides
sound basis for faculty and graduate student research;

5. That within each functional institute, faculty and research pro-
grams of excellence be identified and assured their priority
support; that faculty and research programs of genuinc compe-
tence be identified and assured their sustained support by the
University; and that research problem areas that justify explora-
tion be identified to determine their merit for functional insti-
tute programming;

6. That early identification be made of the functional institute's
foci of research interest consistent with the professional teach-
ing, training, and research goals and competence of the faculty
and college;

7. That core members of any functional institute include compe-
tent scholars who have demonstrated outstanding contributions
to the discipline and institute;

S. That the functional institutes develop their research programs
in as broad terms as possible, seeking to stimulate and involve
faculty members from any discipline who have research in-
terests relating to the problem-orientation of thc functional
institute;

H. That the functional institutes should continue to support the
faculty members who proceed independently to initiate and
pursue professional international research, consistent with the
established criteria, and priorities of the institute;
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10. That the relationship between functional institutes and aca-
demic departments he clarified, preferably by making thc
institutes an integral part of the college "line" program and,
therefore, guided by the immediate department, college, and
university procedures and bylaws. The departments and colleges
should become involved, supportive, and responsible for deter-
mining specifically the functional institute's academic purpose
and program as well as for regularizing the operational chan-
nels and actions from the Provost through the dean, depart-
ments, and faculty members, and vice versa. It is suggested
that the dean of the college include the institute directors as
"staff" members with the department chairmen in all matters
of importance within the college.

II. That consistent with the 1959 report, Towards An International
Dimension at iHiehigan State Uniucrsitij, an Institute for Inter-
national Politics and Administration be established.

FACULTY OVERSEAS ACTIVITIES

At the end of World War II the faculty of Michigan State Univer-
sity, when compared with some midwestern universities, generally
lacked the international dimension in their experience and background.
In the ensuing twenty years this condition changed. The few who
worked, studied, and traveled abroad have become the many with
wide cross-cultural experience. There arc few staff members who
have not worked or traveled abroad and most plan to do so during
their careers here. Such cosmopolitanism is in no small part traceable
to the effective efforts of the Office of International Programs.

In a recent report by a major organization concerned with inter-
national relations, Michigan State University is referred to as follows:
"In a few short years it has lifted itself from a provincial college with
an agricultural orientation to a university of national stature and
worldwide recognition." and "[it] ... has accomplished more than
perhaps any other American university in building a continuing re-
lationship, a feedback to its campus, between its activities abroad and
its teaching and research functions at horne."!

The pivotal point in this regard is that Michigan State University
has excelled in many aspects of university endeavor, but it strives most
of all to excel in the competence of its faculty. In the final analysis
the contribution and effectiveness of the university institution, as a

'Education and World Affairs, The University Looks Abroad: Approaches to
World Affairs at Six American Universities (New York: Walker and Company,
1965), pp. 96 and 197.
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whole, rests primarily upon the achievements of the various disciplines
and departments. No discipline and no department will enhance the
reputation of the University nor contribute significantly to the solu-
tion of domestic and international problems unless it is staffed with
outstanding teachers and scholars. The more excellent the faculty,
the greater will be its contribution to service and other efforts. The
reputation of Michigan State University in the academic world and
as a force in international affairs will be advanced if faculty members
are involved only in foreign work and study situations which will add
depth and breadth to their competence. An immediate task then is
to encourage the most competent members of the faculty to consider
the University's international dimension.

Aggressive recruitment, reinforcement by resources and recognition,
and the availability of opportunities to excel in teaching, research,
and service are the areas of central concern to the faculty in achieving
this international competence. Consistent with these concerns, inter-
national programs, and particularly faculty overseas activities, must
be seen as highly relevant means to implement these areas.

The effectiveness of a faculty is extended by a large number of
aids. A computer center, a statistical laboratory, a well-institution-
alized sabbatical leave program, and a superior library augment the
offerings of the staff and attract outstanding staff. The Office of
International Programs is such a facility. It has a uniquely valuable
potential for providing staff assistance to faculty in centers, institutes
and other university organizations, for raising the quality of graduate
and undergraduate education and the quality of faculty research, for
attracting topnotch people to departments, for retraining the superior
staff members, and for a general enrichment and cross-fertilization of
the intellectual life of the University community.

Critical Issues

TIle first issue relates to the place and function of the institution
building and technical assistance programs. These programs are
usually in response to specific needs of developing countries and
therefore have high priority for serving the host institution or nation.
There is sufficient evidence to show that these programs have de-
veloped access, facilities, and resources for faculty study and research,
as well as relationships with foreign colleagues which otherwise might
not have been available. Research opportunities should be cultivated
within the institution building and technical assistance programs in a
context of mutual benefit to the University and to the host government
or foreign educational institution. These developments should be
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unhurried, sensitive, and long range on the principle of mutual benefit
and respect.

In addition to those programs designed primarily for institution
building and technical assistance, funding should be available for
other projects which provide opportunity for advancing faculty mem-
bers in their professional competence. Support for the individually
conceived program executed by the scholar of competence in an area
of the world uniquely appropriate is desirable.

The second issue concerns the arrangements which might minimize
the inevitable risks to professional involvement and academic advance-
ment by participation in international programs. Faculty members,
particularly the younger members, have reported that they are not
interested in overseas assignments. One who is thinking of overseas
work may fear: (a) losing out OIl attracting able graduate students to
study under his direction in comparison with the faculty members who
stay at the home institution; (b) losing touch with others in his profes-
sional field by being absent from professional meetings, or by being
unavailable for informal conferences on subject matter; (e) failing
temporarily to hold his own in publication output which he regards
as crucial in the development of his professional reputation; (cl) "out
of sight" meaning "out of mind" in the matter of salary adjustments,
promotions, etc.; (e) changing attitudes toward research and a lessen-
ing interest in scholarly activities exhibited by some who return from
long assignments.

While it is true that the overseas assignee may not experience these
risks and stands to make certain gains which offset such possible
losses, it is important that faculty members be assured by knowing
that certain measures are taken to minimize them. The department
chairman will be more likely to follow the foreign assignee's progress
in his given area of work if the project has originated through the
department and received the department's support. Similarly, the
returning foreign assignee will be more effectively rcassimilated into
the department, with its new staff members and a changed graduate
student body, if his project has departmental involvement.

Increased support from the Office of International Programs for the
faculty member might include expense support to attend professional
meetings in this country or in countries closer to the location of his
assignment.

The third issue concerns the faculty members' need for professional
advice and assistance in the development of the study or research
proposal and in procuring financial support. The skills to develop
projects and guidance on how to make the most of a research proposal
have the possibility of increasing the opportunities for overseas pro-
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grams. The Office of International Programs has acquired extensive
skill and experience in developing disciplinary and interdisciplinary
research programs which capitalize upon thc professional competen-
cics of the faculty and thc facilities required to carry them out. The
Office of International Programs has establish cd valuable official and
unofficial relationships with the major foundations and agencies so
that current knowledge of opportunities or possibilities is accessible.
The continuous and increased availability of these professional re-
sources of the Office of International Programs is necessary to facili-
tate the efforts of the staff in processing international study interests
and enabling them to concentrate their energies on the assignment.

Other more personal functions that could be performed more effi-
ciently by a central staff include the logistics of personal travel: ship-
ments of goods, equipment, and professional nceds; family education
facilities, etc. Time required by the staff member to make such in-
quiries and arrangements independently could more profitably be
spent on preparing himself for the assignment.

Continuous and efficient contact and communication with Michigan
State University are important for the faculty members who are on
foreign assignments, particularly those who are in remote parts of
the world where vital news is difficult to receive. The responsibility
of the respective departments for official and professional communi-
cations is clear. However, information of a general nature about the
University, the international programs, the travel or study plans of
other Michigan State University or professional eolleagucs into the
area are examples of the news that would be helpful, not only for
morale but also professional interchange.

The fourth issue concerns the language competence of the faculty
members who are considering overseas studies. Since language com-
petence is often important to the work, favorable on-campus facilities
for language learning are incentives for learning languages in advance.
When the use of a language is difficult to acquire outside of the
society where it is spoken, opportunities for study in the language
and culture abroad are important early in the assignment. Many
Americans begin work immediately and are completely dependent
upon interpreters with little time to master the language.

The fifth issue concerns the library facilities. The offerings of a
good library arc essential for students and faculty in all fields and
particularly in the international field where the library materials are
often scarce and not readily available. It is reasonable to expect that
a basic collection on practically all foreign fields will be available
locally. The more extensive and specialized collections to support the
faculty and programs of recognized excellence are often critical in
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meeting the professional needs of the faculty and in reinforcing the
feedback into the curricula and graduate training programs. When a
faculty member's overseas and on-campus competence can be sub-
stantially extended by recourse to a unique specialized collection, the
availability of funds to cover the expense of traveling to the superior
source is advantageous.

The sixth issue concerns the working relationship between depart-
ments and the Office of International Programs. Whereas the develop-
ment of the professional aspects for faculty foreign assignments would
involve the department, the coordination and logistical implementa-
tion would be the responsibility of the Office of International Pro-
grams. The kind of mutually supporting [unction between depart-
ments and the Office of International Programs may be obvious, hut
an example may clarify these possibilities. Staff member A, with
departmental support, proposes to study a particular kind of plant
distribution in the Aneles. The Office of Intornational Programs in-
forms him of Staff Member B's proposal for a science project in the
same area which would be coterminous with that of Stal] Member A.
Upon consultation, both believe that their own projects would profit
from zoological expertise. A and B might try to interest a zoologist
to apply for a related project. If A and B arc already in the field
when they realize the desirability of a third discipline, the Office
of International Programs might tryout departmental interest in
planning a project and finding a recruit.

Besides being a facility for coordinating international activities, the
Office of International Programs might extend it, information services
so that a faculty member of the University, traveling to a foreign loca-
tion, would know before he left what other Michigan State University
or MUCIA faculty members were presently located there. This would
require that any faculty member, going abroad for any professional
purpose, would register that intent with the Office of International
Programs.

Mutuality of interests between departments and the Oifico of Inter-
national Programs needs to be continuously explored and developed.
The Office of International Programs has used the device of repre-
sentation from various schools and colleges to encourage and maintain
relationships. This procedure requires continual attention to assure
the effectiveness of the representatives in informing all members and
giving relevant feedback.

The seventh issue concerns the possibility in research and/or in
teaching that the means used may be made to serve ends other than
those visualized by the researcher or teacher. The danger of "being
used" in a foreign situation perhaps exceeds the same danger within
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this country. Because of the continuous availability of information on
problem areas of the world, the Office of International Programs has
superior knowledge of situations in which the staff might need advice.
Consistent with this intelligence, the Office of International Programs
promotes and develops those circumstances to reinforce the faculty
members' pursuit of knowledge and research, as well as advises the
individual staff member against any involvement which might lessen
his scholarly achievement and/or impugn his professional reputation."

The eighth issue concerns the faculty member who has finished his
foreign assignment and returned to the campus. The Office of Inter-
national Programs as well as the departments can help in making the
foreign experience redound to the benefit of the total University. By
formal and informal means they can (a) reintegrate the staff member
as quickly and completely as possible; (b) disseminate his findings
and/or experiences, both professional and cross-cultural, to faculty
and to students; (c) create opportunities for graduate students to
be aware of what the newly returned staff member has to offer; and
( d) institutionalize the feedback, particularly to the Office of Inter-
national Programs, so that their knowledge of all areas of Michigan
State University international activities is continuing, comprehensive,
and up to date.

In order to capitalize on the feedback and experiences of the various
programs, a consistent procedure for reporting and evaluating by
special personnel might be established. Such a procedure would
facilitate the returning faculty members' preparation of reports and
materials, and based upon these findings it would permit the imme-
diate consideration of modifications and improvements in the current
or pending programs.

The ninth issue concerns the continuity of department and college
leadership which is knowledgeable and supportive of the international
programs. Neither the eHorts of the Office of International Programs
nor of the departments and colleges, separately or combined, are
sufficient to maintain a vigorous program without the conscious sup-
port of the central administration. However, once a program which
exhibits competence in overseas activities has been staffed by faculty
members of demonstrated achievement, it is the responsibility of cen-
tral administration to make appointments of leaders of such a nature
that the program is not jeopardized by the mere fact of leadership
change.

2Education and World Affairs, The University Community and Overseas Re-
search: Guidelines for the Future (Education and World Affairs Policy Statement,
March 29, 1967) New York.
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Recommendations for Faculty Overseas Activities

In summary the following recommendations are made relative to
the faculty overseas activities:

1. Continue to build faculty study and research opportunities as
an integral part of the institution building and technical assist-
ance programs;

2. Funding and support should be available for projects that per-
mit and encourage the advancement of faculty professional
competence;

3. Arrangements should be continued and further developed to
reduce the professional risks for staff members who participate
in overseas programs;

4. Office of International Programs should increase the staff that
assists faculty members to develop satisfactory arrangements
for overseas activities, including the guidance for research pro-
posals and the procuring of foundation and other financing,
professional contacts, assistance on travel, etc.;

5. Office of International Programs should endeavor to increase
favorable circumstances for language learning and to assist
interested faculty members in availing themselves of language
learning opportunities;

6. Special provisions should be increased to build basic library
collections on practically all foreign fields and more specialized
collections to support the faculty and programs of recognized
excellence and promise;

7. The cooperative relationship between departments and the
Office of International Programs should he developed and pro-
gressively spelled out to assure the most effective programs;

8. Office of International Programs should promote and develop
those circumstances which lead to the faculty's optimum ad-
vancement of science and knowledge and protect the individual
stafF member against any involvement which might lessen his
scholarly achievements and blemish his professional reputation;

9. The departments and the Office of International Programs
should arrange formal and informal means to make the foreign
experience redound to the benefit of the total university, such
as reintegrating the staff member to the department, graduate
students, and colleagues; disseminating his findings and/or
experiences; institutionalizing the feedback to International
Programs;
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10. In the appointment of department heads and college deans,
the Administration should assure the leadership which fosters
and maintains the momentum of the faculty members and pro-
grams of demonstrated international excellence,

CURRICULUM STRUCTURE AND CONTENT

In the years since the University began its major emphasis on the
international dimension of curriculum and scholarship, several sig-
nificant areas of concern have emerged. One of the critical concerns
is the alignment of the overseas activities of the faculty with the
on-campus program and the institutionalizing of ways and means of
feedback into the curriculum.

The extent to which curriculum development with an international
dimension has proceeded at this University over the past five years
is revealed in part by a survey of the University catalog. Due to the
nature of curriculum offerings, data are not too precise. While it is
feasible to examine the catalog and select those courses where the
catalog description is clearly "international" in focus, there are
many courses where an international dimension exists, although the
catalog writeup does not so indicate. Furthermore, the nature of
theoretical knowledge and the principal conceptualizations of several
disciplines, particularly in the field of the social, physical and natural
sciences, suggest that in many courses there is relevance to the larger
world of international scholarship, and that such courses could be
quite properly classed as "international" by implication, if not by
course description.

Of particular concern to the study of curriculum, has been the
examination of some of the problems associated with curricular change.
This study involves a variety of considerations, For example, it involves
the relationship of faculty interest in, or participation in, various over-
seas activities to curricular development in a given department or
college, and also involves the influence of the Office of International
Programs, area studies centers, funetional institutes, etc., on curriculum
change and development in the several colleges or departments.

The faculty survey conducted by this committee indicated that of
those responding, 24.5 per cent had been involved in curriculum de-
velopment dealing with increasing the amount of international em-
phasis in their respective fields. Also, 1.3.,5per cent indicated that this
effort was of an interdisciplinary nature; 7.1 per cent noted that this
curriculum development was part of an area study program and 19
per cent stated that the work was related to their own departmental
offerings.
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Another measure of the extent of an international emphasis in the
curriculum is revealed by the questionnaire respondents who indicated
that 12.4 per cent had taught one or more courses in the past two
years which were primarily international in emphasis and 21.5 per cent
had taught courses which were somewhat international in emphasis.

Some indication of faculty interest in the international focus of this
University is further revealed when the positive responses to the ques-
tion eliciting faculty attitudes toward favoring a strengthening of
the international emphasis were as follows: in the University, 94 per
cen t; in the respondent's college, 74 per cent; and in the respondent's
department, 69.8 per cent.

At a second level of concern are such "practical" considerations as
the availability of adequate resources to maintain a viable program
with an international dimension while at the same time maintaining
the traditional curricular offerings of a given college or department;
the availability of adequate funding in relationship to long-range
planning and faculty recruiting as it affects curricular development;
and finally, the question of priorities in the allocation of such funds
as may be available, or may become available, in the future.

The substantive content of the curriculum itself constitutes a third
level for examination. One example is the extent to which a coherent,
rational body of substantive courses dealing with the international
dimension is available for both the faculty member interested in
teaching such courses and for the student interested in pursuing his
studies in a particular direction." Another example is the impact of
decisions to offer more courses or to develop a curriculum with an
international dimension on the traditional course offerings of a depart-
ment or college.

'Student response to the question "Are there areas in which you are interested
which are not adequately covered in curriculum offerings at MSU?" was tabulated
as follows:

None indicated
Mexico
South America
Europe
Middle East
Asia
Greenland
Pacific Islands

875
2
4

10
12
11
1
1

Canada
Central America
British Isles
Scandinavia
India
Africa
Australia & New Zealand

3
5
2

12
5
4
3

The problem of drawing a definite conclusion from this response is impossible
since the definition of "adequately covered" in the mind of the respondents is not
known. However, the fact that students perceive somc significant gaps suggests
that coverage constitutes an element of concern in the minds of some students
interested in the international dimension and needs to be examined in light of
future curriculum change and development.
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It is in this context that attention was directed to the exploration of
the parameters of the question and to highlight certain problems for
which recommendations appear to be necessary.

The curriculum considerations were based on the following prin-
ciples: First, the primary responsibility in curriculum matters shall
rest with the faeulty. The Office of International Programs should
perform a faeilitating role in terms of obtaining grant funds, assisting
in recruitment of qualified faculty, etc. Second, the University should
allocate its resources primarily in those fields which have already
demonstrated achievement, or which are sufficiently developed that
potential achievement is clearly visible. Third, new curricular pro-
grams of international emphasis should be added only when there is
demonstrated need that cannot be met through greater cooperation
or strengthening of present arrangements among the consortium in-
stitutions. Fourth, when the University does establish a new currieular
program, or when the need exists to strengthen existing programs,
adequate supportive courses in other departments, expanded library
facilities, and co-curricular activities, etc., should be given equal
priority when funds are allocated.

Nature of Curricular Offerings

The principal strengths, as well as some of the problems, stem from
the diverse nature of the curriculum, Study of the currieulum via the
University catalog reveals the diversity of form and content. In the
University College, the Department of Social Science offers an inter-
disciplinary problems course that includes considerable cross-cultural
material, and an international focus. This material constitutes one-
third of the course. In the same college, the Department of Humani-
ties offers a course on the traditions of western eulture (largely Euro-
pean), and a second one-term course, "Traditions of the Orient," that
focuses on India and China. These two departments share a common
general education objective and currently provide exposure to the
international dimension for students at the freshman and sophomore
level.

Elsewhere the picture is different. A study of the catalog indicates
the characteristic that some departments traditionally maintain a
strong international dimension. This seems to stem primarily from the
historic nature of the discipline, rather than from the presence or
absence of an institutional thrust toward an international emphasis.
Thus many departments in the humanities and the social sciences,
and to some extent in education, routinely offer courses that may be
classified as dealing with the cultures of other lands, their history,
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geographical setting, socio-economic problems, and development, com-
parative materials and similar topics. Such courses frequently serve
both departmental majors and students from other fields.

Student response to the committee questionnaire indicated that of
those responding, 11.2 per cent were pursuing a major which required
courses dealing in international or cross-cultural studies. For the
overall student body, the percentage of undergraduate students who
have met the University's general education requirement by taking
the Social Science and Humanities courses and who have thus par-
ticipated in courses with a strong international focus would be much
larger.

In those departments where a traditional emphasis on international
materials has prevailed, the problems are somewhat different from
those in departments where such a tradition has not been an integral
part of the operating curriculum, and which are, or are not, consider-
ing an international emphasis in their offerings.

Faculty response to the question asking for a listing of courses
which faculty members have taught in the past two years which have
some international or cross-cultural emphasis rcflects these differ-
entials. The returns also indicate that, with the exception of thc
University College courses required of the majority of students at the
freshman and sophomore level, the largest number of courses which
the respondents listed were at the junior-senior levels. Indeed, if the
beginning level foreign language courses were not counted, there
were only 41 courses listed as having been taught by the faculty
respondents at the 100-200 level, whereas 181 were listed at the 300-
400 level and 117 at the graduate level. Furthermore, the majority
of courses tended to be confined to a relatively few departments.
Whilc the respondents may have biased the sample in the sense that
faculty members in those departments offering the most internationally
oriented courses tended to respond to the questionnaire, nonetheless
the catalog writeups tend to confirm the point that if a student spends
only his freshman and sophomore ycars at this institution, he may
well have little or no exposure to a course with some international
or cross-cultural emphasis outside the University College Social Science
and Humanities courses. Indeed, if for one reason or another a student
by-passes these general education courses, he might have no exposure
to an international or cross-cultural oriented course at all.

A second characteristic indicates that there are a variety of objec-
tives in mind when courses are offered, either by tradition or by
departmental decision, to include an international dimension. Those
courses which are offered to fit the demands of the discipline arc
relatively clear cut, but those courses designed for students whose
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area of interest may be outside the discipline, or who are anticipating
pursuit of a vocational objective that demands certain competencies
in an international field, are not so immediately discernible. Without
suggesting that there should be, it is apparent that no particular dis-
tinction seems to have been made between the nature of the course
offerings and the objectives which students have in taking the course.

A third characteristic highlights the diverse forms whereby the in-
ternational dimension is implemented through curricular offerings.
The two University College courses have already been mentioned.
Some "international" courses are interdisciplinary in format and arc
listed and taught jointly by two or more departments; others are
simply "open" course numbers where the field being presented varies
with the instructor and his area of specialization. Still others represent
the traditional type of course offering, such as Comparative Political
Systems, Geography of Asia, European History, etc.

Finally there are courses which, while not listed by title as having
an international dimension, nevertheless may include considerable
amounts of such materials because of the professor's overseas activities
and experience.

Problems of Curricular Change and Development

It is significant that the University, which a decade ago reflected a
somewhat culture-bound parochial and ethnocentric approach (with
the exception of those departments which traditionally had included
some international focus), has so vastly restructured its curriculum.
Nevertheless, actual implementation of curricular offerings of whatever
category has not been accomplished without some problems of either
a temporary or continuing nature. Some have been administrative
and structural, others substantive, and some so interrelated with each
other that they may be called "university wide."

Even where an international dimension is an integral part of the
discipline, and even though the departments presently offer a wide
range of courses, discussion with interested persons indicates that
there are still some significant gaps in the coverage of certain impor-
tant subject matter fields within the respective disciplines. These
shortcomings have two results. A professor teaching in department X
finds that courses which would be significantly supportive of his
course are not available in department Y. His particular course is
thus somewhat less effective than it might otherwise be, standing in
relative isolation as it does, since students do not have the opportunity
to pursue other dimensions of the same field in another department.
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Seeondly, advisers to students may have difficulty in helping a student
develop a consistent program in the field of the student's interest.

Even where courses are traditionally a part of a departmental offer-
ing, and assuming the availability of staH, presently or in the Future,
the scarcity of resources sometimes forces a department to allocate
more of its energies and funds into those areas where the hulk of its
enrollment falls (frequently service courses for other areas of the
University), thus precluding the offering of a course in an area, which
by disciplinary tradition the department should offer, irrespective of
enrollment. Or if the department decides to proceed with the addition
of necessary "international" courses, it docs so, or it is perceived to do
so by some faculty in the department, at the expense of the load carried
by instructors of the large enrollment courses. These faculty, perhaps
justifiably, feel that "if such money is available" it ought to go where
the enrollment is.

And finally, funds available through grants from foundations or
from the government which make possible the addition of qualified
staff to offer specific courses to fill in the gaps, or to add a new
direction to departmental offerings with less strain on departmental
budgets or faculty resources, raise another kind of problem, There
is no assurance, if this source of funds were to cease, that the Uni-
versity would assume through its gelleral Fund the allocation of the
necessary dollars to the department to continue the course program.
Faced with the possibility of having to absorb at some future date
the faculty salaries paid by outside sources, departments may be
reluctant to fill in the curricular gaps, or to add an international
dimension to their curriculum, no matter how educationally justifiable
such courses might be.

In those departments which are interested in developing or strength-
ening an international dimension in their curriculum as an addition
to their traditional course offerings-the questions most freq uently
raised and the problems most often mentioned in these departments
are quite similar to those mentioned above. The primary difference
is that in the former type of department, disciplinary tradition sup-
ports the idea, whereas in those departments where tradition has not
included an international dimension, and where new developments
in the discipline now suggest such courses, the problem is of a some-
what different nature. Such departments mav be reluctant to embark
on a program of curricular change if it appears that such changes can
be accomplished only at a real or imagined expense of the program
which the department has traditionally placed in top priority. This
places courses with an international dimension in somewhat of a
precarious position being dependent upon hndget considerations rather
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than on educational practice. They are, thereby, apt to be the last
to be added and the first to be dropped.

Some departments have shown little or no interest in developing
an international dimension in their curriculum. There may be quite
justifiable reasons for this: the nature of the departmental program
may be such that an international dimension is not particularly ap-
propriate; the department may have made a priority decision that it
wishes to allocate its resources to developing and strengthening its
existing curriculum.

However, it has been noted that there arc certain courses, especially
professional courses, which traditionally have focused on the domestic
or American situation and which today cannot be adequately taught
without the inclusion of the international framc of reference and con-
tent. Where such a dimension is appropriate, and where disinterest
is traceable to other considerations, this is a matter of eoncern to the
University at large.

Curriculum and Overseas Faculty Activity

The implications of the University's project involvement in various
overseas areas to on-campus curricular offerings are sometimes over-
looked or have not received sufficient attention. It has already been
noted that aligning overseas activity with the on-campus program has
been a goal from the start. However, problems do arise.

When the University commits itself to a project, the staff needs may
extend into colleges and departments of the University not originally
anticipated. When faculty members participate in the project, a de-
partment's curricular offerings may be seriously upset. Courses which
ordinarily would be taught as part of the department's main curricu-
lum must either be cancelled, the absent professor's colleagues asked
to double up, or a less qualified person asked to handle the course.
Such situations are undesirable and place the students at a disadvan-
tage. This is a matter of crucial importance to graduate students.
Under these circumstances, if faculty colleagues arc called upon to
fill in the gap, resentment toward the University's overseas project
and international programs in general may become manifest.

Splicing overseas activities into the on-campus program has been
noted as a long-term objective. While the criteria which the University
should employ in deciding to accept or reject a request for its services
on an overseas project arc beyond the scope of this report, yet such
considerations ought to involve: (a) the extent to which participation
in a project would result in strengthening (or weakening) on-campus
curricular offerings, particularly for graduate students, and (b) the
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opportunity to gather useful data, case studies, etc., for feedback into
already existing courses.

Recommendations for Curricular Structure and Content

The recommendations regarding the curricular structure and con-
tent for international programs are listed ill several major areas.

In regard to the problems of curricular change and development,
the following recommendations are made:

1. That sufficient funds bc made available routinely to enable
departments to fill out their curricular offerings where gaps
now exist while maintaining the quality of existing programs;

2. That in those cases where introduction of courses and addition
of faculty have been facilitated by outside funds, the University
be prepared to continue the necessary support from its own
funds by adding the necessary monies to departmental budgets.

In those departments which are interested in developing or strength-
ening an international dimension in their curriculum as an addition
to their traditional course offerings, the following recommendations
are made:

3. That budgetary allocations to departments in this category be,
as matter of routine, sufficiently generous to permit them to
reach their curriculum decisions regarding the international
dimension on educational rather than on fiscal grounds;

4. That departments which are otherwise interested in an inter-
national focus should reexamine the priority traditionally (and
perhaps ethnocentrically) given to course offerings in light of
the present state of their discipline, the growing demand for
research and scholarship in international areas, and the current
demands of the larger society for persons knowledgeable in
diverse areas of the world in almost any field.

In those departments currently showing little or no interest in an
international emphasis the following recommendations are made:

5. That the commitment of the University to an international
emphasis not be of such a nature as to upset departmental
priorities at a particular point in time;

6. That to the extent that fiscal considerations are the deciding
factors, every effort be made by the central administration to
remove these obstacles;

7. That to the extent that interest in the international dimension
in a department is centered in a single faculty member or at
best a small minority of the department faculty, the Office of
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International Programs make every effort to provide and facili-
tate research opportunities for these faculty members and to
encourage their participation in the activities of relevant interest
groups elsewhere on the campus by acquainting them with the
existence of faculty colleagues of similar interest;

8. That to the extent that the source of disinterest in an otherwise
justifiable international dimension for a given curriculum rests
with the department chairman or dean, every effort be made
by the central administration to cnconrago the development of
an interest.

In regard to curriculum and overseas faculty activity the following
recommendations arc made:

9. That as a part of the University's commitment to the inter-
national dimension, and as a normal and expected expense of
the commitment, the University build into its budgetary opera-
tions the principle of overstaffing so that a viable curriculum
can be maintained at all times. If "all hands are on board" at
any given time, smaller classes, reduced teaching loads or re-
leased time would more than compensate for the expenditure;

10. That curricular implications be included in the criteria for
determining the advisability of the University's participation in
overseas projects;

11. That ways and means for institutionalizing feedback of faculty
overseas activities he developed, i.e., time for rethinking and
integrating the professional experiences and materials as they
relate to course offerings and in preparing graduate training
and research programs.

In regard to the student, the curriculum and the international
dimension the recommendations are as follows:

12. That in the desire to enhance the academic prestige and
elfectiveness of the University in the fields of international
scholarship and research and involvement, provisions be made
to safeguard the student's opportunity to pursue a coherent,
logically developed curriculum which extended absence of
faculty members on overseas research or overseas contract
activity might endanger;

13. That the international dimension component of the University's
general education program in University College be maintained
and strengthened in order to assure the widest possible coverage
of the undergraduate student body;
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14. That the staff of the International Programs be su!ficiently en-
larged so that the student body may be in:Ol'illC'd i'l an on-going
way through various routes and types <onrmnnic.ition of (a)
undergraduate and graduate progr:,nl j;.t\,le with an inter-
national emphasis; (b) overseas study opportunities: (c) activ-
ities on campus supportive of curricular offerings
(lectures, symposia, concerts, ctc.);

15. That although facility in language is crucial to a CIlGic,:1'll

dealing with a particular foreign area, the Univcrxitv c.umot be'
expected to, and limited resources preclude, o[fcri:l~.~ every
language which might be useful; that the University confine its
efforts only to programs in the needed Iang'Jages where a
consistent program at beginning and advanced levels c.m be
adequately staffed and maintained, paying particular attention
to those areas where faculty research activity is also in need of
supporti ve language instruction.

THE STUDENT

It is evident that the objectives of the International Program at
Michigan State University as set forth by this committee arc broadly
philosophical in nature. The immediate need is to devise the means
for implementing them. And this, in turn, demands that the degree
to which past efforts of the international program on campus relalin(~
to students have succeeded or failed in fulfilling any of these same goals
should be ascertained.

The need for accurate and meaningful evaluations of ongoing pro-
cedures has obviously been one of the major concerns of those directly
involved in, and responsible for, programs now in operation here at
Michigan State University-as well as those at other institutions and
organizations at both state and federal levels. Because of this necessitv,
social scientists and others have carried out research projects hopefully
designed to gauge the effectiveness of present programs, to measure
their cfforts, and to help establish criteria for the improvement of future
efforts.

Therefore, the factual information gathered in various studies has
been reviewed-albeit far from completely so, Of the lot, the extensive
work by Selltiz et (/Z.,4 appears to he one of the most ambitious to dnte;
yet, the results clearly pointed to the many difficulties encountered in
attempts to obtain statistically valid conclusions. The problem is: how

'C. Selltiz, 1- R. Christ, J. Havel, and S. \V. Cook, Attitudes and Sodal Relations
of Foreign Students in the United States (Minneapolis: Univ. of Minn. Press, 1963),
434 pp.
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does Michigan State University best proceed with the planning of
programs for its students when statistically solid answers derived from
objective research are not now available, nor likely to become attain-
able in the near future?

Carefully planned research is needed and must continue to be
pursued. But, since decisions must be made about the future course
that Michigan State University should take, reliance must be placed
upon the available insight and good judgment of the best qualified
professionals presently obtainable.

The subject matter of this report concerns two groups of students:
(a) those of foreign origin who desire, and can profit from, a period
of study in the United States; and (b) U. S. students who have similar
aspirations for studying abroad. Some of the points at issue have been
presented in "Curriculum Structure and Content."

Foreign Students

The available evidence suggests that the degree to which a foreign
student studying in the U. S. achieves academic success is a primary
factor in determining the satisfaction he receives from his experience
in the U. S. Further study should be made to evaluate student failures,
to increase the probabilities for success. However, while a foreign
student's program should be tailored to fit his needs, academic stand-
ards should not be lowered to accommodate him. Rather, one way
to decrease the incidence of failures is to make every effort to screen
out students with low probabilities of success before they leave their
home country. It was suggcsted that it might be of value to adopt
the system used in many universities of assigning the job of admit-
tance to specialized personnel in the admissions office. This seems
desirable because it requires special training to evaluate the credentials
of the approximately 90 educational systems of the world.

United States Students

Michigan State University must make a serious attempt to secure
much greater involvement of its undergraduates in its international
dimension. The purpose of this involvement is to develop within the
undergraduate students a sound comprehension of cultural differ-
ences, world-social-political and economic affairs, the processes of
change and development, and similar international concerns. If this
endeavor is to be successful, consideration must be given to the re-
quirements of two categories of students: (a) the total student body,
whose awareness of the "international dimension of events" must be
increased so as to become an essential element of the overall educa-
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tional program; (b) the internationally-minded student who wishes,
specifically, to give international direction to his studies and whose
needs, therefore, require special service.

Graduate Students

The emphases for the graduate students are to provide more op-
portunity for study and research, and to develop scholarship excellence
and professional competence and skills appropriate to the international
situations. One of the functions of a university is to produce scholars
thoroughly grounded in the knowledge, analytical skills, and bodies
of theory of the established disciplines. Moreover, a scholar possessing
such a foundation is better prepared to comprehend and to interrelate
phenomena and problems of a foreign area or of international relations.

Immediate Needs

It follows that whatever its program for the graduate or under-
graduate student as it moves to extend its international offering, Michi-
gan State University will have to take time to study, experiment, and
develop its program. How should Michigan State University accom-
plish this job? Where should it put its emphasis?

Among the most pressing needs is an expanded advisory office where
available information can be coordinated, kept up to date, and pro-
vided to students in need of information and consultation. This activity
could be integrated into the present counseling system, and coordinated
with the Office of International Programs. Such an advising system
should reach freshmen. It should make them aware of the offerings
with an international dimension that are available on the campus.
It should be equipped to guide internationally-minded students, to help
them determine goals, and to advise them about academic preparations
essential for overseas studies. Arrangements have been made with
the Director of the Orientation Program to have new students answer
a questionnaire (during freshman orientation) to determine which of
them have already had a cross-cultural experience, the nature of the
experience, and the likelihood that the student may want to participate
in additional cross-cultural activities. It would seem to be important
that Michigan State University follow through on this if it is to find
and nurture latent international interests among its students. This
contact with the students should serve to assess the areas of inter-
national interest among the students and, thus, the devices needed on
campus to channel their interests. Such information will be of value
in the mapping of the programs.
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There also appears to be a real need to collect and maintain data
on all programs for overseas studies, both those initiated by Michigan
State University, and those sponsored by other institutions but open
to Michigan State University students. Wherever possible, evaluation
of their merits and the acceptance by Michigan State University of
credits earned in these programs at other institutions should be made.
The proposed advisory office could facilitate dissemination of this
information, advise students about the nature of the programs, and
help them to choose the programs most suited for their needs.

A system that can provide adequate advice about the entire scope
of Miehigan State University's activities at the international level is
desirable now; it will become increasingly more important as the
University expands its international dimension.

Administratively, Justin Morrill College is in a position at the
moment to provide arrangements for some of these undergraduates
whose primary educational interest lies in an international field. But,
solutions must be found which will provide direction for all students
throughout the University who wish to direct their studies toward
the international area.

Michigan State University should consider an organized program
to encourage and facilitate study abroad for its undergraduates by pro-
viding a current prospectus of offerings sponsored by other institutions,
by engaging in joint operations with other schools, and by way of
programs initiated at Michigan State University.

There is an element of caution here that cannot be overemphasized.
Any program for foreign study warrants the most careful scrutiny.
To conduct a program effectively is a costly proposition, but to do it
any other way does a disservice to the students, as well as to Michigan
State University's academic image abroad. Educational facilities in
foreign countries are already taxed severely and in great demand, as
is the housing associated with these institutions. Therefore, Michigan
State University owes it to all the parties concerned to concentrate
the efforts upon quality rather than quantity, to demand a high degree
of effort and achievement from thc students who participate, and to
provide them with carefully conceived and well-directed programs.
Michigan State University cannot afford to be trapped into becoming
a mere travel bureau service.

Before establishing or modifying Michigan State University pro-
grams, those of other colleges must be appraised, especially some
that have been noted for their excellence (both Stanford University
and Kalamazoo College have been put in this category; there are un-
doubtedly others). The growing experience of our people in inter-
national programs, as well as those directing the cross-cultural activ-
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ities of Justin Morrill College, should be helpful in establishing similar
opportunities for others. Consideration should be given to the pro-
cedure employed at Michigan State University to develop student-
study opportunities in South America: a survey team was sent directly
to the area to explore first hand the possibilities of establishing ac-
ceptable programs. Also, attention should be given to the valuable
advice by Stephen A. Freeman," in his introduction to a review of
undergraduate study abroad, regarding the need for careful planning
in establishing new programs. In voicing his concern about the pro-
liferation of poorly conceived programs, he states that in his opinion
our colleges are" ... faced with a situation which can make a very
great and effective contribution to American education and to inter-
national understanding, but which at present is often doing harm to
both." In this frame of reference, the following quotations, from a
speech by Professor Irwin Abrams of Antioch College given at a meet-
ing of the National Association of Foreign Student Advisers in Phila-
delphia in May 1965, are appropriate:

"To travel wisely, of course, is to discover that everybody else is
different, and in a well-designed foreign study program the student
not only becomes aware of eultural differences but has to cope with
them in everyday living. This cross-cultural learning is the special
product of foreign study ....

"But both outside the classroom and within it-if the program is well
conceived-the student abroad is in the throes of cross-cultural learn-
ing, and this special kind of learning can produce three highly signif-
icant gains for his general education: (1) a better understanding of
the alien culture; (2) a more objective understanding of his own
culture, and (3) personal growth, not only through the maturing
experience of dealing with new environment, but more importantly,
in self-knowledge and in the realm of value, a clearer sense of what
he believes about the good, the true and the beautiful.

"The first of these, knowledge of the foreign civilization, is the
most obvious. The second, understanding of America, may seem a
more surprising result, but it is well documented, To paraphrase
Kipling, what do they know of America who only America know?

"Each young traveler is on his own individual journey, and on
more than one journey at the same time: to discover his own identity,
to explore the mystery of the human condition, Let us equip him for
this journey with a full complement of skills-skills of communication
in a foreign tongue and in personal relationships, skills of observation

'Institute of International Education, Undergraduate Stuely Abroad U. S. College-
Sponsored Programs (New York, 19(6).
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and social analysis and description-but above all let us seek to
nourish in him certain qualities of mind and heart, sensitivity to
others, honesty toward himself, a zest for learning, and a spirit of
high adventure. For if we as educators are up to our tasks, he may
be venturing forth on the most significant voyagc of intellectual and
spiritual discovery of his young life. And that, as I see it, is the why-
and the what-of study abroad."

There are undoubtedly many other considerations as deserving of
attention as those briefly discussed above in mapping the future
course for students of Michigan State University. Only one who has
had the time to thoroughly review the field would be qualified to
make a final judgment about their relative merits. Therefore, if it
is to succeed in its aspirations, Michigan State University has no choice
but to assign to an experienced and competent professional the aca-
demic responsibility of foreign study programs.

Recommendations for Students

The following recommendations arc for the undergraduate students:
1. Increase the international content and emphasis of high-quality

general education courses and introductory courses in history,
government, economics, sociology, anthropology, literature, and
modern languages-the major traffic points in the undergraduate
curriculum for "educating" responsible citizens;

2. Develop and maintain a wide range of high-quality electives
pertaining to world affairs, problems, and cultures in the ap-
propriate professional fields for those interested in a career with
foreign involvement;

3. Include a wide range of quality study-abroad opportunities for
students, including options in the developing countries. These
programs should be of sound academic quality and should be
integrated into the total academic career;

4. Provide a wide range of quality extra-curricular opportunities
related to other cultures and international affairs. (Capitalize
on the foreign students' cultural contributions to the United
States students and vice versa.);

5. Assign specialized personnel in admissions office to assure
optimal screening of foreign student applicants;

6. Establish in the Office of International Programs a complete
professional advisory service regarding study-abroad programs
for the United States students. This service should maintain
complete date on all programs and should continually evaluate
them.
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The following recommendations are presented regarding the grad-
uate students:

7. Conduct a continuous appraisal of those international academic
and occupational areas where competent talent is needed, and
communicate this information to students as part of their ad-
visement;

8. Develop academic programs that meet the requirements for
scholarly careers as well as for technical competence required
of those people who intend to make a career in international
service;

9. Graft into the training of those preparing for an international
occupation specific knowledge and comprehension of the
environment in which they will be working;

10. Include high-quality programs-non-western, cross-cultural or
international-in appropriate professional fields and disciplines,
such as, administration, agriculture, business, communications,
education, engineering, medicine;

11. Develop research opportunities in foreign locations;

12. Utilize foreign students, as resources, in matters related to
their countries of origin.

THE LIBRARY

It is difficult to isolate and treat a separate component of the activ-
ities of the University Library that could be clearly identified as
"international," and to formulate any set of recommendations that
would relate specifically to that dimension alone. In evaluating the
Library from the perspective of an international dimension, the same
problems are found that face the entire Library operation: need for
more acquisitions, need for more professional staff, etc. These issues
have already been identified by the University as a consequence of
a faculty study made in 1964, and now arc well on the way to imple-
mentation. The full realization of the long-range program spelled out
in that report will assure that the Lihrary demands of campus inter-
national programs are met with considerable success.

Although it appears that the international aspects of the Library
program constitute an inseparable part of the total Library program,
and that the internationalization of this Library will best be achieved
by the realization of existing long-range plans for Library develop-
ment, five special steps taken in recent years with a view toward
accenting the international dimensions of the Library are highly com-
mendable.
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The first step was the establishment on January 1, 1964, of a separate
division in the Library called the International Library under the
direction of an International Librarian. This new division of the
Library has been given the specific responsibility of developing library
collections on Africa, Asia, Latin America, and Russia and East
Europe. This step seems clearly to recognize the need for a special
effort to enlarge the holdings in these areas and to concentrate constant
attention on the special problems associated with the problem of en-
larging such holdings. Moreover, it appears to assure that some
rational program will be followed in filling these gaps in the Library.

The second step was the recruitment of highly professional bibli-
ographers with sound academic backgrounds in those areas of the
world concerning which the Library needs to increase its holdings.
The success of the Library in finding bibliographers for Latin America
and for East Asia is highly gratifying, and it is hoped that in the near
future comparable bibliographers can be found to serve in the de-
velopment of the holdings in African, South Asian, and Russian and
East European areas.

The third step was the demonstrable growth in Library holdings
pertaining to various non-western areas of the world where the
Library's strength had not previously been great. This growth is
illustrated by the following material, drawn from a report submitted
by the International Librarian to the Fourth Annual Planning Seminar
for International Programs held at Gull Lake, Michigan, on March
:30-April1,1967:6

Books-volumes
Asia Collection
Africa Collection
Latin America Collection
Slavic & E. European Collection

Pamphlets, gov't. documents and ephemera
Asia Collection 3,000
Africa Collection 2,700
Latin America Collection 1,500

1964 1965
28,000
12,400
19,000

23,000
11,500
17,000

3,.550
3,000
2,lOO

Slavic & E. European Collection

Serial titles currently received
Asia Collection
Africa Collection
Latin America Collection
Slavic & E. European Collection

650
480
310

710
510
430

'The figures are tentative as of March 25, HJ67.
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1967
36,000
22,500
2,1,000
33,000

4,000
6,500
2,200
1,000

950
800

1,480
600



Newspapers currently received
Asia Collection
Africa Collection
Latin America Collection
Slavic & E. European Collection

Maps and atlases
Asia Collection
Africa Collection
Latin America Collection
Slavic & E. European Collection

21
15
6

23

2,000
3,550
1,500
2,500

In addition, the University Library's holdings include many large
publication sets in microfilm (c.g., Joint Publications Hescarch Service;
Hussian Historical Sources; India Census, 1872-1951, and India gazet-
teers; British Sessional Papers, etc.). Another important research
source is a long-play phono-record collection of African tribal music,
the "Sound of Africa," consisting of 220 pieces.

A number of joint acquisition projects were financed by the MUCIA
and resulted in several thousand volumes from Latin America (1965);
Africa (1966); Southeast Asia (1966) and South Asia (W66-67). The
MUCIA-sponsored acquisition trips were aimed at securing publica-
tions from areas having no organized publishing and book trade. In-
formation obtained OIl foreign procurement sources has already proven
to be helpful.

The growth rate of Michigan State University's international col-
lections for the calendar year 1966 may be summarized as 80 per cent
Africa Collection (including Congo Collection and MUCIA acquisi-
tions); 11 per cent Latin America Collection; 10 per cent Asia Col-
lection (including MUCTA acquisitions); and 6 per cent Slavic and
East European Collection.

The fourth step is the growing willingness of various agencies of the
University concerned with international studies to lend their efforts
to the development of the Library as an integral part of their activities.
This can be illustrated by a summary of the sources of funds for sup-
plementing the development of the International Library during 1966
(as reported in the document cited above): African Studies Center
(NDEA)-$9,600; South Asian Program (NDEA)-$3,000; Dean of
International Programs (Ford Grant )-$30,000; MUCIA-$5,.500; Hu-
manities Research Center-$700; Michigan State University Library
(University appropriations )-$50,000.

The fifth step is the vigorous effort by the Library to join cooperative
activities on an international, national, and regional scale for the
purpose of increasing the materials and services of an international
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character to Michigan State University Library users. Michigan State
University Library has been designated as an official depository for
materials from India, Nepal, Ceylon and Pakistan by the United States
Library of Congress under the Public Law 480 program.

This dual thrust-general Library growth and special emphasis on
the development of an International Library-has produced excellent
results. It appears that the Library holdings are at the present ade-
quate for the needs of international education at the undergraduate
level and that the present rate of growth, if sustained, will assure that
this situation will continue. The ability of the Library to answer the
research demands of graduate students and faculty in terms of holdings
and services has certainly improved over the past decade, especially
with respect to non-western areas of the world. The rather consider-
able interest demonstrated by individual faculty members and by
various agencies of the University in the development of Library
holdings and services related to international programs seems to
assure that the research capabilities of the Library will continue to
improve. This can only lead to the conclusion that the Library pro-
gram is oriented in the proper direction in terms of an international
dimension to Michigan State University's academic program.

Problem Areas

However, there arc serious problems that must be faced in the years
ahead with respect to the Library's part in international education.
The following six problems appear to be the most crucial:

First, the University is not acquiring library resources related to
international problems at a great enough rate to assure that the
burgeoning research demands of its graduate students and faculty
will be met. Strong research resources are vital to numerous aspects
of a quality international educational program: Faculty recruitment
and retention; distinguished publication; graduate student recruit-
ment; graduate student training.

Second, the present funding arrangements for strengthening the In-
ternational Library, heavily dependent on outside resources that may
not be available in the future, create serious problems in terms of
long-range planning of the development of Library resources and
services.

Third, the professional staff of the Library is simply not adequate
to meet the tremendous demands involved in improving the inter-
national holdings and services of the Library. The most crucial need
appears to lie in the area of acquisitions, where the services of staff
members with both library science training and disciplinary training
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are absolutely essential. But these desperately needed staff members
must be supported by adequate assisting personnel so as to make their
special skills most effective.

Fourth, the Library has not yet developed effective procedures for
the acquisition of materials relating to many areas of the world. It
was made obvious by several members of the Library staff that the
usual modus operandi for building collections simply does not apply
to the acquisition of crucial materials from Africa or Asia. For example,
it was pointed out that it is virtually impossible to acquire basic gov-
ernment documents from the various African nations by the same pro-
cedures used to purchase documents from European government
printing offices. The Library staff is aware of the dimensions of this
problem, but have not as yet been able to go very far in developing
techniques to overcome the difficulty.

Fifth, as yet there is not adequate coordination and cooperation be-
tween the Library and the Universi ty's overseas activities (both
technical assistance projects and research projects). The involvement
of Michigan State University personnel in foreign areas has not seemed
to contribute to the acquisition of research material pertaining to such
areas to as great a degree as might be possible. The commitment of
the University to involve itself in a significant way in foreign areas
has not always been accompanied by a coordinate effort to build
library facilities with respect to those areas, with the result that
foreign involvement has not produced a kind of permanent feedback
in the form of significant library holdings. A more definite congruence
of overseas activities and Library activities would be most fruitful in
terms of strengthening the Library.

Sixth, there is inadequate awareness by individual faculty members
interested in international teaching and research of their responsibilities
to assist the Library in building its international resources. The area
studies centers have made a notable contribution in increasing that
awareness, but there is still considerable distance to go.

Recommendations for the Library

With a view toward resolving some of these problems, at least in
part, and toward strengthening the international emphasis in the
Library program, the following recommendations are made:

1. That the International Library be further developed as a division
of the Library specifically devoted to increasing Library re-
sources and services with respect to areas of the world hereto-
fore neglected;
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2. That high priority continue to be given in the Library to the
Itiring of professional personnel especially trained to develop
international holdings; especially critical in this respect is the
employment of bibliographers for South Asia, Africa, and Russia
and East Europe;

3. That still greater funds be made available to the Library for the
development of research materials relative to international prob-
lems-without sacrificing other aspects of the Library's program
of growth;

4. That efforts be intensified to arrive at a rational program of
priorities for the development of Library holdings relative to
international problems; such planning should involve a coordi-
nate effort among the University Librarian, the International
Librarian and his staff of bibliographers, the Dean of Inter-
national Programs, the area center directors and their core
personnel, the functional institute directors and their key per-
sonnel, and various project directors;

5. That every attempt be made in the future to obtain recognition
of the Library's needs as part of the negotiation of contracts for
overseas projects;

6. That the Library be encouraged and supported in its efforts to
develop new modes of operation for the acquisition of materials
relating to its international holdings;

7. That study be undertaken and plans developed for establishing
more effective relationships between the Library and the Uni-
versity's various overseas operations with a view toward develop-
ing a more effective feedback from these programs into the
Library;

8. That efforts be intensified to increase the awareness of the faculty
at large of the international dimensions of the Library's operation.

INTERNATIONAL EXTENSION

International Extension activities cover a host of programs at Michi-
gan State University. The Office of International Extension, which
is part of Continuing Education Service, is responsible for most of
the formal activities. The policy-making board of the Office of Inter-
national Extension consists of the Director of Continuing Education
Service, the Dean of International Programs, and the Director of the
Cooperative Extension Service.

The formal extension programs sponsored by Continuing Education
include the following: American Language and Educational Center
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(ANILEC), Peace Corps Training, Michigan State University/Uni-
versity of Nigeria Student Exchange (MINEX), World Affairs Citizen
Education, International Hesourccs Program, Host Family Orienta-
tion, International Forum, Community Briefing Sessions on Foreign
Affairs, Adventure in World Understanding.

Other programs that have been formally sponsored by other de-
partments or agencies of the University include: extension classes
(i.e., Mexico), consultative services to school (i.e., Mexico, Central
America), extension offerings of credit and non-credit courses involv-
ing the international dimension, Business Men Overseas Program
(i.e., Dow Chemical), Town and Gown Series, American Universities
Field Staff.

Some of the formal programs of international extension activities
will be briefly discussed. The "Report of the Office of International
Extension, Continuing Education Service, Michigan State University,
1964-1967," described the AMLEC program as follows:

"The American Language and Educational Center (AMLEC) pro-
gram was established in 1962 as an affiliate with the European Lan-
guage and Educational Centers (ELEC). It offered non-credit courses
in the French, German and Spanish languages designed and taught
by members of ELEC. In 1962 a total of 13 students were enrolled.

"In the summer of 100.5, credit language offerings were added to
the non-credit language courses. Three Michigan State University
professors were sent abroad, one each to Paris, Cologne, and Madrid
to supervise and teach language courses lasting seven weeks. In this
way, the University was assured that the students would receive
college level courses taught by highly qualified instructors. The other
major features of the program included the exposure to native-born
instructors, the active participation in a program of lectures, excursions
and trips and the habitation with families in the community."

The enrollments reported in the Al\ILEC program were:

196'i-65 196.5-66 1966-67
Total enrollment 212 :318 3:16

Enrolled for credit 128 17.5 176
Enrolled for non-credit 84 1<1:3 160
MSU students 88 153 110

The enrollments in the AMLEC program have shown a steady in-
crease. There seems to he little question that foreign languages can
be learned more rapidly abroad than in the United States and that
the environment for such study makes the languages more meaningful.
The potential advantages of this program are only possible by effi-
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cient administrative organization, continuous supervision, and pro-
fessional evaluation,

Peace Corps involvement has been an administrative responsibility
of the Office of International Extension. The extension office report
states the criteria for the acceptance of a Peace Corps project as
follows: (a) the training program should be designed for a part of
the world in which Michigan State University has considerable ex-
pertise; (b) the training program should be planned by Michigan
State University and Peace Corps; (c) the training program should
relate to the appropriate study center and should enhance the center's
objectives; (d) the training program should have certain built-in
features that would allow for a good number of Peace Corps men
to return to Michigan State University.

Peace Corps projects have included Chile Community Development
Program, Nigeria Agriculture-Rural Development, and Michigan State
University-Peace Corps Masters in Education program.

Consistent with the listed criteria, Michigan State University can
render a service to Peace Corps in training volunteers, particularly
in the areas where Michigan State University has competent faculty.
No program should be sponsored that limits the academic autonomy
of the University.

The MINEX program was an exchange program involving students
from Michigan State University and the University of Nigeria. The
United States students studied at the University of Nigeria, while the
Nigerian students studied in a five-week session of the summer school
at Michigan State University. In addition, the Nigerian students spent
three weeks traveling under the supervision of a staff member. As a
result, a year's study abroad program at the University of Nigeria
has been arranged.

The World Affairs Citizenship is directed toward adults in Michi-
gan, and implements the service aim of Michigan State University.

The Extension service report states:
"Pilot seminars on foreign service aid and foreign affairs were de-

veloped for groups consisting of maximizers. A maximizer was de-
fined as a person who wished to learn about world affairs, who wished
to impart such knowledge to others, who would position himself on
important world affairs issues, and who would inform policy-makers
on his stand. They were aided in their deliberation by MSU experts,
returned Peace Corps Volunteers, foreign students, films and by
Foreign Policy Association folios.

"The seminars are considered part of a continuous programming
effort for maximizers, who are helped to maintain their status as semi-
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experts in the areas of foreign aid and foreign policy through addi-
tional seminars, lectures, films and readings.

"The development of the International Bookshelf has enabled maxi-
mizers and others to gain fundamental information about Africa, Asia,
and Latin America. Moreover, the establishment of the World Affairs
Pamphlet Shop helps them keep citizens current on such topics as
foreign aid, foreign policy, world population and food problems, the
United Nations, developing nations, communism, etc. Participants
are informed of world affairs events and important publications
through the International Extension Newsletter.

"Seminars on foreign aid were conducted in several Michigan cities.
Participants included university and college faculty members, high
school social science teachers, corporation executives, newspaper edi-
tors, clergy and others active in community affairs.

"A major innovation in 1966-67 in world affairs programming was
the introduction of an on-site learning program dealing with problems
of development in Colombia and Ecuador. This program, which was
planned for March of 1967, has been postponed so that a group of
30 maximizers can be recruited."

The International Resources Programs has been established to aid
individuals responsible for international affairs programs in local or-
ganizations. The confcrencos attract representatives from such organ-
izations as American Association of University Women, Rotary, Busi-
ness and Professional Women's Clubs, Women's International League
for Peace and Freedom, Young Women's Christian Association.

Host Family Orientation is a program assisting families hosting
foreign students; the focus is on the cultures of the guests and the
exchange in cross-cultural living. The International Forum brings
government officials to Michigan State University who discuss contro-
versial international issues. The Community Briefing Sessions on For-
eign Affairs were sponsored by the Office of International Extension
and the Public Affairs Division of the State Department. Thousands
of people were able to hear members of the team through discussion
groups, lectures, radio and television programs speak OIl subjects
including foreign aid, Vietnam, Sino-Soviet Split, and East Europe.

The Adventure in World Understanding has been conducted an-
nually by Michigan State University for fourteen years. Students of
various nationalities come to Kellogg Center during the Christmas
season to gain world understandings and develop friendships.

Programs for orienting businessmen, professional personnel, and
government officials for overseas assignments are held periodically
as the resources are available.
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One immediate possibility is the establishment of the center for
AID personnel, career persons in the diplomatic service, and business
and professional leaders who are assigned overseas. A center for
retraining and advanced study could serve to attract people who come
back to the United States for sabbatical and study leaves. The center
could also be responsible for informing the faculty of the strengths
of these visitors, so that they might be used as guest lecturers in
appropriate classes.

The many other programs or activities sponsored by some part of
Michigan State University will not be described except for the Uni-
versity's involvement in the American Universities Field Staff, Inc.
(A UFS ). The purposes of this organization which are expressed in
the certificate of incorporation, are:

"To develop, finance, and direct a corps of men to study mainly at
first hand the contemporaneous affairs of significant areas of the world
and, through reports and their personal services, to make their knowl-
edge available primarily to universities, colleges, and other educational
institutions, with a view to aiding the American educational system
in the diffusion of knowledge necessary to a better understanding of
world conditions.

"To make the findings of members of the corps available, also,
through publication and otherwise, to the American people generally,
and to publish reports and render services in connection with the pur-
poses of the Corporation.

"To encourage the members of the corps and others to develop
improved techniques for the study of significant areas of the world
and for the dissemination of knowledge with regard to such areas. , , ,'"

At the present time, Michigan State University is one of twelve
member universities, having been a member for fifteen of the sixteen
years of the organization's existence. During that time the professional
staff have visited the campus for about ten days, at which time they
have presented lectures, attended seminars, advised faculty members
and students. Usually four AUFS members come to the campus each
year.

Since the source of income may be decreased, it is appropriate to
understand the funding of the AllFS. The incomes are derived from
three sources: membership fees (approximately ,34 per cent), major
foundation grants (approximately 36 per cent), and other incomes
(approximately :30 per cent). The membership fee is an annual fee
equivalent to the median of a full professor's salary at the respective
institution. The foundation grants have corne from the Ford Founda-
tion. Other income is derived from sale of AUFS reports, sales of
staff-written books, and contributions.
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It is strongly urged that Michigan State University continue its
affiliation with the AUFS. Since there is a possibility that foundation
support will be reduced or even terminated, it is necessary to con-
sider the commitment of additional funds to capitalize on this program.
The benefits received from the professional staff through their lec-
tures, seminars, and reports have been worth the money spent. They
have strengthened the academic program. But the full potentialities
have not been realized.

Since there are faculty members at Michigan State University who
are qualified to be members of the American University Field Staff,
one way to increase the program would be for Michigan State Uni-
versity to support at least one more of its own faculty members each
year to work in this program. The faculty member would pursue his
professional study abroad for twelve to fifteen months and then return
to the member universities for nine to twelve months. After the
faculty member has served two years in this capacity, he would return
to his university assignment.

All member universities of the AUFS could he encouraged to de-
velop a similar program. If each member institution supported one
more faculty member from its own staff, the expanded faculty oppor-
tunities in different geographical areas would cnrich the program for
all member universities. The personal involvement of faculty members
from each institution would increase the interest in the program on
each campus. The resources from university disciplines would expand
the expertise of the AUFS.

In order to maintain the quality of the field staff a long-range pro-
gram could be developed. This would give the university enough time
to choose competent faculty members. It would also give the faculty
member cnough time to gain language proficiency and cultural com-
petence.

Recommendations for International Extension

The following recommendations are made in summary of the evalu-
ations of the international extension programs:

1. That Michigan State University, through the Department of
Foreign Languages, continue responsibility for assuring high
quality professional supervision, and evaluation of AMLEC and
other language programs;

2. That Michigan State University render a service to Peace Corps
Volunteers by training volunteers, particularly for teaching as-
signments in the areas where Michigan State University has
competence;
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3. That the International Extension Policy Committee emphasize
the coordination and communication of the international aca-
demic programs with the Continuing Education Service and the
respective departments to assure the quality of the programs,
the support and commitment of competent faculty, and the effec-
tive feedback to the campus and public at large.

4. That the program on 'World Affairs Citizens Education directed
toward maximizers in the communities be strongly supported;

5. That the feasibility be determined for establishing at Michigan
State University a "think tank" center for career persons in the
diplomatic service, business and professional leaders;

6. That Michigan State University continue its affiliation with the
American University Field Staff; in fact, the committee urges
Michigan State University to officially initiate the proposal that
member universities add their own faculty members for carrying
on a long-range program to expand the expertise of the American
Universities Field Staff. It is recommended that the development
and coordination of this American University Field Service Pro-
gram be assigned to the Office of International Programs.

CAMPUS ENVIRONMENT AND ADMINISTRATIVE
ORGANIZATION

The campus environment and administrative organization are critical
areas that contribute to, or inhibit the implementation of, the objectives
defined by the committee.

The committee's position is that the objectives can only be achieved
by the faculty working within the academic administrative units of
the University. The prevailing attitude of the faculty will determine
the degree of success in diffUSing the international dimension through-
out the campus environment. Likewise, the administrative organi-
zation may contribute to, or detract from, faculty actions designed to
achieve the objectives. A supportive administrative organization cannot
easily overcome a negative attitude on the part of the faculty, but an
administrative organization can unintentionally dampen the enthusi-
asm of a positive faculty.

Campus Environment

Campus environment refers to the degree of congruence of faculty
and administration perceptions and attitudes toward the objectives
and programs. Complete congruence is probably not possible nor
necessarily desirable. Nevertheless, any concerted effort to move
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toward the objectives does require some receptivity by faculty. To
assess this receptivity, a questionnaire was administered to all faculty
members. The faculty was asked to respond to questions designed
to measure their general attitudes toward strengthening the inter-
national emphasis of the University; their altitudes concerning the
current international activities of the institution; their perceptions of
administrative support; and their current involvement in international
activities.

There are some general findings of the questionnaire study that
have relevance to this section, There is awareness and support for the
existing international program, and some indication that there would
be substantial support for expansion. Indifference among a majority
of the faculty does not seem to exist. There is evidence that the pro-
grams of the centers and the institutes should be more widely publi-
cized internally especially among the student body. Perceptions
concerning the values of foreign experience of an extended nature
on career development vary widely. Of some concern is the perception
concerning the effect of a Michigan State University overseas project
experience. Ways and means should be explored to enhance faculty
perceptions of this kind of assignment.

The achievement of the objectives will depend on how effectively
the actions specified are executed. This in turn is dependent upon
the way administrative organization functions. Those parts of the
administrative organization which have relevance to the international
affairs of the University have evolved over the years. Any evaluation
of them requires an understanding of their evolution.

Over the past decade, two developments have taken place that
affect the administrative organization. The first and primary develop-
ment was the articulation of the administrative organization of the
institution in the By-Laws of the Faculty Organization. This docu-
ment was approved by the Academic Senate and the Board of Trustees,
December 15, 1961, and has been periodically amended, The second
development was the increase in the international affairs of the in-
stitution and the emergence of an administrative organization to ac-
commodate these activities. The second development should he com-
patible with the first and should respect the authority of the first,
if the administrative structure is to contribute to the internationaliza-
tion of the institution.

Only those aspects of the By-Laws which affect the actions specified
to achieve the objectives will be examined. All of the actions
involve the faculty, and require its support. These actions can only
be taken within the administrative organization provided in the By-
Laws of the Faculty Organization.
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"The college is the major educational and administrative group
within the university. The chief executive officer of the college is
the Dean."

"The department is the primary unit of education and administra-
tion within the university. The chief executive officer of the depart-
ment shall be designated chairman . . . . The chairman shall be re-
sponsible for education, research and services program, budgetary
matters, physical facilities, and personnel matters in his department,
taking into account the advisory procedures determined by the de-
partment as outlined in Section B and the program-planning pro-
cedures as outlined in Section C."8

Since the advisory and program-planning procedures are designed
to place responsibility on the faculty, they are responsible for the
execution of the programs. The department chairman's and the
Dean's primary role in this regard is to encourage and stimu-
late through their leadership position. If some faculty are to be
internationalized through study and research, the encouragement
and stimulus may be external, but final approval of the major and
primary administrative units is mandatory.

In matters of curriculum and course change, "essential control ...
is vested in each department, division, school or college faculty."? "In
each college there shall be a Curriculum Committee."!" "Permanent
changes in course, curricula, and degree requirements may be made
only upon formal approval of the voting faculty of the department
offering the course or degree, or, in the case of college or divisional
degree requirements of such college or division ... :'11

"The University Curriculum Committee is the central clearing house
for all curriculum matters ... the specific responsibilities are to re-
view, evaluate and approve or disapprove minor course changes, to
review, evaluate and recommend approvals or disapprovals of all
major course changes to the Academic Council, to review, evaluate
and recommend approval or disapproval of degree requirements to
the Academic Council . . . ."12

The Academic Council may refer major course changes to the
Academic Senate. The Educational Policies Committee is to "examine,
evaluate and recommend to the Provost and to the Academic Council
appropriate policies relating to subject matter, methods of instruction,

"Micliigan State University, By-Laws of the Faculty Organization, as amended
to [uly 1, 1966, p. 3.
nu«, pp. 1, 2.
"Ihul., p. 9.

lOJlJid., p. 6 (Appendix).
=iua; p. 10.
"Ibul., p. 3 (Appendix).
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faculties and support for research of faculty members and students,
curriculum organization, including establishment or deletion of new
departments or divisions and curriculum revision."!" If a recommen-
dation from this committee involved an existing department the pro-
cedures outlined above would then become operative.

The Committee on International Projects was established as a
standing committee in 1966. The committee is to "concern itself with
the implications and conduct of projects so far as: (a) the univer-
sity's ability to recruit and maintain qualified faculty members and
staff for the project, and (b) the contribution of such projects both
to service and educational goals of the university are concerned. The
Committee will serve as a principal mechanism of communication
(at the policy level) between the Office of International Programs
and the faculty at large.14

The only departures from the above administrative framework are
the non-degree programs administered by the Continuing Education
Service and the cultural programs in the Lecture-Concert Series.
Those responsible for the conduct of these programs do not neces-
sarily have academic affiliation in the academic departments. Even
here, however, dose cooperation with the academic departments is
needed for the conduct of many programs, especially when they rely
upon the services of the faculty in the departments.

With the above organization, all actions which may be taken to
internationalize the faculty or to infuse an international dimension
in the degree program require the support and approval of the de-
partments. Any attempt to infuse an international dimension in the
Continuing Education and cultural programs for the public requires
the support of the units responsible for them as well as the depart-
mental support of the faculty called upon to aid in the conduct of
such programs.

Office of International Programs

Beginning in 1947 the University entered into agreements with
different agencies to provide faculty on cooperative study-research
programs and technical assistance programs abroad. By 1965, 653
faculty members from 92 academic departments had resided abroad
in 89 different countries. In 1956, the Office of International Programs
was established in response to the grO\ving involvement of the insti-
tution in overseas activities. Although the commitment to the exten-
sion of the University abroad was great by J D56, there was concern

=iu«, pp. 4, 5 (Appendix).
"Ihul., p. 6 (Appendix).
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about the feedback of overseas experiences and the development of
an international dimension in on-campus research and teaching.
Broadly speaking, the responsibility of the Office of International
Programs, under the direction of the Dean of International Programs,
was to administer the University's overseas projects, and to stimulate
an international dimension through on-campus teaching and research.

In a memorandum from the President's Office, the responsibilities
of the Dean of International Programs were stated as follows:

"XI. Dean of International Programs

"1. Acts for the President in the operation of such out-of-country
programs as have been approved by the President and the
Board of Trustees.

"2. Acts for the President in foreign programs involving cooperation
with other United States universities, including the Consortium
arrangement in which Michigan State University is involved
with the Universities of Illinois, Indiana, and Wisconsin.

"3. Is responsible to the Provost in the area of encouraging a
growing international dimension in our on-campus educational
program.

"4. Is responsible to the Vice President for Student Affairs in
matters pertaining to housing, social affairs, etc., for foreign
students on the East Lansing campus."

From an operating point of view, "the program is organized so
as to maximize the tie between any given activity in the appropriate
department or college within the university while at the same time
maintaining central coordination, guidance and development assist-
ance through the office of the Dean of International Programs. A
blend of centralization and decentralization has developed over the
years with a few activities being administered directly by the Dean
of International Programs, but all tied, programmatically, to academic
units within the university."15

There has been uncertainty regarding the administrative position
of the Office of International Programs in the academic organization.
When the Office of International Programs was established in 19.56,
and the Dean was appointed, there was no Provost's Office, and con-
sequently the original direct relationship to the President has persisted
in the minds of some faculty. In addition, the early concentration of
the University's international dimension on institution building and
technical assistance has obscured the emphasis on the research pro-

-iu«, p. l.
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grams. The name, Office of International Studies and Programs,
would help to correct this misperception and reaffirm the major thrust
of the Office of International Programs.

Furthermore, to reinforce this academic thrust in teaching, research
and technical assistance, current staff functions need to he augmented
and certain additional staff functions are essential to assure the aca-
demic stimulation, coordination and integration of high-quality efforts
and programs.

The Office of International Programs has a central academic pur-
pose. Evcn though the primary responsibility in curriculum matters
rests with the faculty, the Office of International Programs should be
particularly staffed so that it can stimulate and facilitate the full
range of the academic international dimension.

The Office of International Programs has by its very purpose mul-
tiple contacts and responsibilities with strategic foundations, govern-
ment and other agencies throughout the wodd--all far removed from
the Michigan State University campus. This Office has a special need
and responsibility to communicate dearly and continuously the rele-
vance of these activities to the campus, Professionally trained com-
munication specialists in the Office of International Programs would
assure the quality, continuity and consistency of their communications.

The University needs to continue and expand the official repre-
sentation of its international program, performance, and potential to
the relevant academic institutions and supporting foundations, govern-
ment, and scientific agencies. The University must have the assurance
that the significance of the international dimension at Michigan State
University is competently and effectively represented. This critical
function should be performed by highly qualified personnel on the
Office of International Programs staff.

The University is committed to the educating and training of stu-
dents in the international dimension. In addition to the on-campus
programs, the functions of developing, evaluating, and coordinating
the students' overseas study programs need the academic support and
professional competence of the Office of International Programs. A
complete academic advisory service would assure the integration of
the overseas experiences with the students' total university program
and career.

These listed functions are seen as supplementing those activities
already being accomplished by the Office of International Programs.

The Office of International Programs is tied to the colleges "through
an advisory committee which meets regularly to discuss policy matters,
current developments and the university's role in the international
field. In addition to its advisory function, the committee is meant to
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provide major means of communications among various components
of the university engaged in international activities.P"

The Advisory Committee is made up of college representatives
from the twelve colleges. The college representative is responsible
for stimulating the development of international research and inter-
national curricula within the college. He serves in much the same
capacity within the college as the Dean of International Programs
serves within the University. In addition to the college representative
on the Advisory Committee, each overseas project has a project co-
ordinator housed in the college governing the subject matter of the
project. The project coordinator is responsible to the Dean of Inter-
national Programs for administrative matters governing the project,
and is responsible to the Dean of the appropriate college for program
matters governing the project. In interdisciplinary projects, the co-
ordinator is responsible to the Dean of International Programs for
both administration and program content. In every way possible, an
attempt has been made to preserve the authority of the primary func-
tional unit, the department.

The Office of International Programs, working through the college
representatives, tries to maintain a very close tie with the departments
who supply the personnel for the conduct of all programs. Project
coordinators, likewise, are college representatives and are responsible
to the department heads who supply the personnel for the project.
Although the advisory committee continues to meet, it no longcr
holds the prominent position it did in earlier days. The project
coordinators meet periodically with the Dean of International Pro-
grams staff. It is anticipated that communication might be im-
proved by incorporating into a single advisory body the area study
ccnter and functional institute directors and the project coordinators
for purposes of communicating with the academic departments within
the colleges concerned.

In 1964 the Office of International Extension was created. This
Office is housed with the Continuing Education Service. Its purpose
is to relate the University's intemational activities to the citizens of
the slate. It has attempted to develop a non-degree program with
an international dimension for the general public.

Thc different administrative units that have developed since 1956
may be considered coordinating and facilitating units.

Evaluation of the Administrative Organization

Any evaluation must consider the extent to which the coordinating
and facilitating units developed since 195(1 are compatible with the

=iua., p. 3.
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faculty organization as set forth in the By-Laws. Overall university
coordination was sought through the Office of International Programs
and the Advisory Committee. As more faculty became "internation-
alized" an eHort was made to move decision-making closer to the
Faculty through the establishment of area centers and functional in-
stitutes, and the use of their leadership for coordinating purposes.
The centers and institutes have evolved differently in each case, and
the degree of operational compatibility with the responsibilities of
the departments they represent varies greatly. Some relate well to
the departments they represent, and some have capitalized on the
interests of a few faculty members with little concern for the overall
programs their departments are engaged in. Some have tried to
usurp curricular responsibilities, often at the displeasure of the de-
partments. Some have turned their primary allegiances to the Office
of International Programs. The objectives and operating procedures
are not clear in every case, nor are they consistent with the overall
aims of the colleges they represent. A large proportion of the faculty
is not sufficiently aware of the facilitating units that do exist, and
therefore it cannot be expected that they are effective instruments
through which faculty desires may be turned into action programs.

It is to be expected tbat there would be a variety of objectives and
operational procedures within these administrative units. They are
still in transition. It may well he that a clarification of their objectives,
responsibilities and authority with a tightening of their administrative
procedures will improve their effectiveness. On the other hand, they
represent an increase in decision-making centers often very far re-
moved from the personnel expected to perform. In the interest of
insuring participation in decision-making by those most directly con-
cerned and reducing the number of decision centers, an attempt should
be made to find an organizational structure that pushes operational
responsibility even closer to the primary and major administrative
units.

Administrative Requirements. In keeping with the By-Laws, all
actions taken to internationalize the faculty or infuse an international
dimension in the degree programs must have the support of depart-
mental faculty. Therefore, decision-making must start at this level.
On the other hand, departments, pressured with growing enrollments
and other domestic concerns, require outside stimulation if {hey are
to respond to the international objectives. Whatever admini,;trative
organization is used, it must provide for faculty initiation and support
at the departmental level, outside stimuli, and departmental, college
and university coordination. An appropriate administrative unit for
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the receipt of large institutional grants is needed as well. In relating
the University's international activities to the general public, a spe-
cialized administrative organization is required because of the nature
of this kind of activity.

The departmental faculty must be involved in thc initial decision
to undertake any research, service or curricular program in the inter-
national area. The initial approval must take place at this level, since
approval must come from those closest to the individuals involved if
adequate judgments arc to be made. Too frequently, evaluations
are made by collective bodies not sufficiently knowledgeable about
the topic or individuals concerned. This may even be the case when
the first evaluation is made at the college level, especially when it is
a college encompassing a large number of disciplines. Departmental
approval is needed not only to insure support of the department but
also to communicate to other decision centers the judgment of those
responsible for the action and those best able to judge its merit. The
imposition of this layer of decision is in no way meant to impede
the entrepreneurial actions of individual faculty members, but rather
to aid them through maintaining evaluation at a level close to them.

Outside Stimuli. Stimulation is needed at both the departmental
and the college level. Actions taken in a department are a function
of the leadership roles exercised by the department chairman and
dean concerned. The approaches vary, but it is nevertheless through
these positions that action takes place in the long run. Deans and
department chairmen, if interested in the objectives stated by the
committee, must establish their own administrative machinery for
stimulating their departments. The number of alternatives is large.
They may wish to rely upon an existing functional institute, to appoint
an Assistant Dean of International Affairs, or to rely on an ad hoc
faculty committee, Any arrangement must emerge as an organizational
strategy to facilitate achievement of the objectives.

Stimulation at the college level is also required. This is necessary
to involve the various colleges not only in particular programs ap-
propriate for a single college, but also for interdisciplinary programs
that must be undertaken. Communication must be established be-
tween those individuals holding administrative responsibility at the
college level with an all-university organizational unit established for
this purpose.

Coordination. Three levels of coordination are needed. First, de-
partments must establish priorities on the international activities they
wish to undertake. By insuring that initial decision-making is at the
departmental level, coordination within a department is achieved.
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Second, there is a need to coordinate the actions of departments within
a college. Whatever arrangement is decided upon to stimulate the
departments can also serve to coordinate the departments within a
college. Third, university-wide coordination is required for a number
of rcasons. Interdisciplinary research, service, and curricular pro-
grams require the personnel and support of several departments in
more than one college. Coordination, however, does not mean direc-
tion, and the function of the coordinating unit is to work through
college administrative arrangements back to the departments. Also,
university-wide coordination is required to avoid duplication in effort
and to enable the institution to abide by the various commitments it
has entered into. For example, the guidelines for Social Science re-
search overseas approved by the Board of Trustees of Education and
World Affairs must he monitored on a university-wide basis."?

An administrative unit is necessary for the assembling of informa-
tion and the preparation of proposals for purposes of securing insti-
tutional grants. The existence of a separate unit contributes to the
reputation of the institution, administratively centers responsibility,
and aids in the receipt of funds from outside sources. There is evi-
deuce that the visibility on the campus of the programs of the centers
and institutes can be improved. Although not revealed in the base
line studies, some faculty members view international activities at
Michigan State University as administratively oriented, and lacking
a scholarly research orientation. Regardless of their validity, such
perceptions might be considered symptomatic, and efforts should be
made to correct them.

Externally, Michigan State University has acquired a very re-
spectable reputation for institution-building "know-how," but is only
beginning to be looked upon favorably for its expertise in interna-
tional research or international curriculum offering. This is a transi-
tory stage, as some 200 members of the faculty have received research
funds from the Office of International Programs. When the output
of this research funding becomes available, it is anticipated that it will
have a favorable external cflect, On the other hand, the institution
should consciously capitalize on all its international activities. The
external image of the University must be enhanced not only to give
recognition to the broader scope of activities, but also to serve as a
foundation for external funding.

General Public. The conduct of programs dealing with the general
public has been the province of the Continuing Education Service.

"Education and vVorlcl Affairs, The Uniccrsitu Community and Overseas Re-
search: Guidelines for the Future, A Public Policy Statement by the Board of
Trustees of Education and World Affairs, March 29, 1967.
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The value of this specialization is accepted. To the extent that such
programs use the services of departmental faculty the appropriate
linkages with these departments must be made.

Recommendations for Campus Environment and
Administrative Organization

The recommendations for organization are presented as follows:

1. That the name of the Office of International Programs be
changed to the Office of International Studies and Programs;

2. In addition to their present operations, that the Office of Inter-
national Programs be organized to carry out the following
functions:
a) advancement and exploitation of opportunities for the inte-

gration, feedback, and introduction of an international di-
mension into the academic program within the established
procedures of the University. This stimulating and coordinat-
ing function should become a central focus of activity of
this office;

b) communication consistently and extensively of the inter-
national activities at Michigan State University as a relevant
and growing academic enterprise;

c) expansion of competent professional and official representa-
tion of the Office of International Programs with foundations,
academic institutions, government, as well as on-campus
influentials;

d) development, evaluation, and coordination of student over-
seas study programs;

e) promotion of opportunities for overseas study and research
by the faculty and student body;

3. That the departments and the colleges continue to be the major
units to implement the international emphasis within the Uni-
versity;

4. That the colleges continue to select the means to stimulate and
coordinate their international activities;

5. That the elected Committee on International Projects serve as
the faculty Advisory Committee to the Office of International
Programs;

6. That the Office of International Extension continue to concern
itself with the diffusion of an international dimension among the
general public.
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To contribute to the proper functioning of the suggested organ-
izational arrangements, the following administrative procedure is
recommended:

7. That under the direction of the Provost, the colleges decide
how they wish to organize their activities for the conduct of
research, service, and curricular programs in the international
sphere.

8. That the colleges establish departmental review procedures simi-
lar to those required to establish advisory procedures in the
By-Laws of the Faculty Organization. Once established, the
procedures be communicated to the Provost, the Office of Inter-
national Programs, the Area Study Centers, Functional Institutes,
and the Office of International Extension. By doing so, all
stimulating and coordinating units will understand the way in
which faculty interest is to be stimulated by external units.

9. That in order to create the necessary incentives for an increase
in emphasis in the international area, the colleges working
through whatever procedures they have selected request, as
a line item in their annual budget, financing for the activities
the departments and colleges have collectively elected to pursue.
The same procedure be followed for their interdisciplinary pro-
grams once the college effort has been coordinated through the
area studies centers and functional institutes. The financial
requests, with appropriate description of the activities to be
financed, would then be reviewed by the Office of International
Programs to insure overall university coordination before being
acted upon by the Office of the Provost. In this function, the
Office of International Programs insures overall university co-
ordination. The function would also serve as a communication
link between the interests of the faculty and the organizational
unit responsible for the preparation of proposals for external
financing. The Continuing Education Service would likewise
request financing as a line item for the activities to be under-
taken by the Office of International Extension.
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V. New Program Areas

Michigan State University is in a position to extend further its repu-
tation for innovation into the international arena. The faculty has
gained experience in international research and educational activities.
The student body is becoming more and more interested in meaning-
ful study, research, and travel experiences abroad. The public at
large is more aware of America's worldwide obligations.

In other sections of this report it has been recommended that:
1. An Institute for International Politics and Administration be

created in the College of Social Science. This recommendation
reaffirms a position expressed in the 1959 seminar report;

2. The existing area studies center arrangement be modified by
( a) dividing the present Asian Studies Center into an East Asian
Studies Center and a South Asian Studies Center, and (b) chang-
ing the existing Russian and East European Program to a
Russian and East European Studies Center;

3. Additional area studies centers be established as resources be-
come available in the following order of priority: a Western
European Studies Center, a Canadian Studies Center, and a
Middle East Studies Center;

4. New models for student study, research, and travel opportunities
be constructed and implemented;

5. The feasibility of the faculty, competent in a foreign language,
teaching substantive courses in their respective disciplines be
explored.

In addition to the foregoing, there is strong endorsement of the
expressed international interests of faculty in the recently established
College of Human Medicine. If physicians are to relate their talents
to the needs and demands of society in a worldwide sense, they need
an awareness of health and medical problems present elsewhere. In
their view, an ideal sort of arrangement would involve a freestanding
medical school in another country where our students could gain edu-
cational experiences through participation and patient care. If this
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were in an emerging nation, such as Nigeria, an exchange arrangement
would be possible which could in turn provide their students an oppor-
tunity to study and learn here, In the medical research area, problems
relating to malaria, other parasitic diseases, and the like, can best be
studied in a natural setting not possible at home. Comparative studies
of medical care distribution, childrcaring patterns and many others
would be researchable in such settings. Also, many projects of other
units could well include a dimension of health in a complementary
fashion.

Improved competency in languages is important to both students
and faculty. It is recommended that formally sponsored courses for
faculty and families be available well in advance of any overseas ex-
perience. Some may wish to improve and update their facility with
language even though they have no immediate plans for using it. For
students, more courses from other subject matter fields should be
taught in a foreign language.

Finally, the terms of contracts involving Michigan State University
faculty abroad should include provision for scholarly study and travel
opportunities, especially following tours of duty and prior to a return
to the campus. Additional backstopping to the campus unit should
also be provided.
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VI. Continuous Planning and Evaluation

The future success of international programs at Michigan State Uni-
versity will depend in part on a willingness to obtain an accurate and
balanced picture of the continually changing and expanding interna-
tional dimension. That the leadership of the University has been
significant in the brief history of the international programs is not the
question; the issue now is the total University's focus on this increas-
ing complexity and range of the international dimension. An integral
instrument for this focus is a scientific program of continuous evalua-
tion.

The absence of a systematized evaluation program is considered to
be a deficiency. This deficiency was pinpointed early in the commit-
tee's deliberations when it became apparent that information for some
of the basic questions was not organized or readily available.

In the committee's search for data regarding the international objec-
tives and impact as influenced by policies, procedures, and programs,
two questionnaire surveys were conducted to provide some initial
base lines. As has been pointed out, one survey included a 100 per cent
sample of the faculty, and the other survey included only a 5 per cent
sample of the student body. The faculty returns were 54 per cent,
while the student returns were 57 per cent. Therefore, the results
cannot be considered as a set of statements about the entire Univer-
sity. However, the findings are suggestive and point toward new ques-
tions which should be raised in the future. These surveys are recog-
nized as a limited first step toward a comprehensive study. A valuable
contribution could be made by the University if a commitment were
made to introduce a thorough investigation of the consequences of
infusing an international dimension into a large American university.

There is certain information that should be available to assist
planners. For example, what courses with international emphasis are
taught at Michigan State University? How many students have had
overseas experience? How many former Peace Corps persons are on
campus? Questions such as these could be answered, if at the time
of registration or annual reports, these direct questions could be asked.
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Some data cannot be gathered as a routine task. Special research
projects might be instituted periodically to assess in depth faculty
and student opinions. The reasons for the prevalence of certain opin-
ions might be probed by examining the responses, particularly as rep-
resented by faculty and students in the respective colleges, programs,
professions, ranks or other classifications,

Although decisions need not be always subjected to public opinion,
the planning efforts of the decision makers should have the benefit
of some knowledge regarding faculty and students' interest, attitudes,
and response in relevant academic areas. The degrees of awareness,
accuracy of information, response, and participation in international
efforts are some of the qualities indicative of the need for planning
and programing.

The question of the degree of penetration or permeation of the
international emphasis is relevant and should be assessed periodically.
This assessment would include the qualitative and quantitative, the
general and specific, the professional and non-professional, the effec-
tive and ineffective aspects of the programs.

A cooperative research venture in these areas with a number of
other universities which have committed themselves to international
emphasis, but who have somewhat varying patterns of development,
might provide sharp and valuable comparisons of approach, methods,
and success, as well as possible confirmation of on-going programs.

The Senate standing committee for International Projects is charged
with faculty assessment of policy with regard to overseas activities,
The faculty survey points to an area which the standing committee
might pursue. When asked about various overseas activities, the
faculty members reported the weakest area with respect to Michigan
State University projects was research productivity. Such an attitude,
whether right or wrong, may have serious consequences for the inter-
national dimension. Furthermore, although it is accurate to say that
overseas projects are a part of the Michigan State University interna-
tional activity, many faculty seem to perceive the international em-
phasis as only overseas projects. It is obvious, therefore, that these data
must be available, and that the appropriate organizations must assume
the responsibility for accurately communicating the facts, so that the
performance of the participants and programs of international sig-
nificance are well known.

The need for continuous planning and evaluation is dear. The
faculty and students cannot advance in the academic community with-
out adequate knowledge of basic events and facts. To get the Univer-
sity community to realize the implications of world involvement and
to get an appropriate focus on the international dimension, the leaders
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of international concern, as well as the leaders of the University at
large, cannot succeed if they do not know and maintain effective inter-
change with the faculty, students, and public at large regarding these
critical issues.

Recommendations for Continuous Planning and Evaluation

The following recommendations are made regarding the continuous
planning and evaluation of international programs:

1. That gathering data on international activities be made a part
of the routine data collection function of the University;

2. That periodic surveys be made to assess awareness, attitudes,
and responses to the international dimension;

3. That evaluation of the relation of internationally oriented units
to various publics of the University be examined periodically
from a communication standpoint;

4. That continuous evaluation be made of faculty concern for and
judgment of overseas activities;

5. That existing University facilities, including the Office of Insti-
tutional Ilcsoarch and the standing committee on International
Projects of the Senate, be mobilized to carry out continuous re-
search on all aspects of international activities, and that specially
designated temporary research teams be organized every five
years for impact studies;

6. That the possibilities of cooperative research be explored with
other universities which have committed themselves to an inter-
national emphasis.

CONCLUDING CO~1MENTS

The International Focus at !Ii ichigan State University contains ample
evidence of the complexity of a burgeoning international dimension.
In fact, the international dimension is so varied and extensive that
it is extremely difficult to blend together a compact definition of its
purpose and scope without jeopardizing the elements of balance, ac-
curacy, and fairness. The challenge here, however, is not offered in
a search for finding neat phrases of agreement and convenience; it
lies in a willingness of the faculty, students, and administration to
examine carefully the broad areas of concern, and then to recognize
their own unique opportunities anel responsibilities to make significant
contributions.
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The issues and recommendations of the International Focus are
directed toward the objectives of the University in alerting students
and faculty to the international events; in developing a comprehension
of these events that will assure appropriate responses; and in develop-
ing the necessary competence for the professional graduate, scholar,
teacher, and researcher to pursue effectively his internationally-
oriented career.

Little in the committee's findings so cogently presents the case to
the University as the response of the students. The survey of the stu-
dents disclosed that more than .50per cent of the students have traveled
outside the United States; albeit, primarily in Canada and Mexico.
Also, more than 16 per cent anticipated foreign or overseas involve-
ment in their professional careers. These figures will rise in the
direction of greater international involvement in the decades ahead.
Moreover, the current international events indicate that larger numbers
of Americans will encounter other cultures as foreign nations interact
politically, economically, and socially with the United States on an
increasing scale. Therefore, it is not only prudent but urgent that
every American student has an international dimension to his edu-
cation.

The course development in the social science and humanities de-
partments of University College helps to assure minimum international
exposure for most students. For the professional student programs,
however, there is need for continual evaluation of the "rationalization"
of the curriculum to assure the comprehensive education for their
career demands-the optimum blending of complementary interna-
tional and domestic programs. Modest and fragmented programs will
not contribute significantly to educating the professional student. To
fortify this curriculum development, departmental budgetary alloca-
tions for international programs should permit decision-making on
educational grounds.

Any effort to encourage international education would lack an im-
portant quality if it did not contain many inviting opportunities for
study in foreign lands. There is a critical need for professional advise-
ment service to assist the student in evaluating the relevance of over-
seas study opportunities and to capitalize on the international compe-
tence and dimension within the University. The principal problems
for the students arc the integration of the experience into their
professional and personal education, and the assurance that the quality
of the experience is significantly superior to what they could have
gained here. Just as with the Justin Morrill College's cross-cultural
programs, the major concern of international education is the evalua-
tion of the effectiveness of the students' cross-cultural leaming as well
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as living experience. A directly related concern is the need to con-
tinually improve the relevance and cfficiency of the study of foreign
languages to maximize the students' educational advantage.

The Michigan State University faculty response to the international
dimension was as convincing as the response of students. The com-
mittee survey data indicated clearly that the faculty favors strength-
ening the international dimension throughout the University. The
number of faculty members involved and participating in the programs
is relatively small. The findings suggest that the quality and compe-
tence of international programs are focused on a small core of faculty
and that only a general international interest is diffused throughout
the faculty. This finding points out the need for communicating the
opportunities in international programs, for involving more of the most
competent faculty members, and for aggressive recruiting of outstand-
ing scholars. The key to implement the international dimension is a
highly competent faculty.

The resources and potential of area studies centers and functional
institutes need to be further exploited to support the most competent
faculty in pursuing their research. The faculty member himself must
capitalize on the extensive experience and professional and logistical
assistance available in the Office of International Programs. The de-
partments must establish active relationships with this Office to facili-
tate the international professional interests of the faculty. The colleges
have a primary responsibility for guiding and determining the dimen-
sions of their international focus. Consequently, a balance must be
achieved among the pressing demands for faculty, facilities, and fi-
nances in both the domestic and international programs so that the
faculty can pursue professional excellence to the advantage of the
University's dedication to teaching, research, and service.

The University has demonstrated leadership in development and
dissemination of significant knowledge and the training of professional
competence and skills through the International Extension Service.
The international extension program can alert and enlighten the lead-
ers in the communities of the state-educational, industrial, and politi-
cal-so that they can more effectively serve their constituents. The
competence and special international resources of the University are
essential and should be made available to national leaders whose per-
formance depends on them. A meaningful and continuing dialogue
between these leaders and the University in comprehending and re-
sponding to the problems of international development, education,
and responsibilities would be appropriate and mutually advantageous.

As an educational institution that leads in its international experi-
ence, competence, and service, and one that attracts scholars and
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students from around the world, Michigan State University will
aehieve its international focus only when its students, faculty, and
public are aware, enlightened, and responsive to the international as
well as the domes tie needs and demands.
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Appendix

INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS REVIEW COMMITTEE
MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY

Dear Colleague:

Several months ago, Provost Neville established an ad hoc
committee to study international programs activitiesoncampus.
The charge to this committee was not only to review the activities
of international emphasis at MSU but to make recommendations for
future courses of action.

In our meetings so far, we have tried to establish criteria by
which we will be guided in making our study. We have met with
a number of people who have major responsibilities for carrying
out programs of international import in teaching and in research.
We are continuing our study of such things as curriculum develop-
ment, student impact, administrative procedures and norms,
library resources, international extension and international
centers and institutes.

However, we need faculty comment to complete our task. Thus,
we are asking for a few moments of your time to complete this
questionnaire. Your responses will comprise a valuable set of
data in giving us some indication of faculty involvement with
international activities. Please feel free to express any items
of concern which you may have. At a later date, there will be
open hearings at which the committee will invite anyone who wants
to discuss MSU's international involvement either in further
elaboration of things asked in this questionnaire or of any item
of concern"

This questionnaire has two purposes. The first is to provide
our committee with data which will be a basic part of our study.
The second is to comply with a request from the Midwest Univer-
sities Consortium for International Activities for data in
compiling an international interests directory.

We request that you answer all items fully and we thank you in
advance for your cooperation. Please return the questionnaire
in the enclosed envelope.

P'Of.~~~"' A"iool'",,,. C"i,.,n
Prof. E. C. Cantino, College of Natural Science
Prof. H. J. Carew, College of Agriculture
Prof, D. Dunham, University College
Prof. C. Frost, College of Social Science
Prof. C. n. Gross, College of Education
Prof. H. Kumata, College of Communication Arts
Prof. C. P. Loomis, College of Social Science
Prof. R. E. Sullivan, College of Arts and Letters
Prof. D. A. Taylor, College of Business
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1. Re s pond to each of the i terns by entering the
appropriate number from the following Key:

1. Participate extensively
2. Participate occasionally
3. Have heard of it but do not participate
4. Know very little about it

a. Asian Studies Center

h. African Studies Center

c. Latin Amer-Lc an Studies Center

d. International Communication
j n s t t t u t c

e • Ln s t t tu tc for International Studies
in Education

t. Institute for International Business
Mana g emen t

g. Lne r i t.u t e f'o r International A~;ri-
culture and Nutrition

h. Canu d t au American Studies p.r cg ram

i. Russian and East European Studies
Program

2. Please list the courses by cours,e numbc r and
title which have t augh t in th'(> last two
years which had some tn t e rna ti o'iia'I (;r~
cross-cultural emphasis. Use Lhe Jollowing Key.

1. Primarily t nt.erna t t onn I in emphasis
2. Somewua t international in emphasis

Course No. (Key)

Have you d Lrcc t e d any theses or dissertations
which were primarily t n tc rna t Lona I or
cultural in emphasis in the last five !:,.~;~.l:~?

Yes
No

a. I f your answer was Yes to
many have YOll d i rec Tdd?

the above,

Number'

how

4. Have you been .i nvo Lv e d ill any cou rs e and/or
curriculum development programs de a l i ng with
increasing: the amount of international emphasis
in t he last two years?

Yes

No

a. 11' Y('s to the above; Was this an fn t c r-,
d i ec Tji l i na ry course or program?

yes
No

b. Was this a part of an area study pr-og ramv

Yes
No

5. Are you ge ne r a Ll y in support of strengthening
the international emphasis of

a. this university'? yes
No

b. your college? Yea

No

Yesc. your depa r t.mcnt?

No

I f Yes to any of the a hove, wh a t s hou I d be
dOHP-To s t r eug t hen the Ln t e r na t i ona I empha s t s?

II No to any of the a bovc , wha t changes should
bemi"ic\e'?

6 Do you ac t i ve Lv encou rag e vou r students to
pa r tukc in educational experit.·n'c-;:;'S--.itlil-:{)ad?
(e"g., .lun i or year a trroa d , Fulbright awards,
etc" )

No

7, Do yon use foreign students
a i'cxourcc research

ttl i h campus as
t n your class-

Yes

No
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8. What is your opinion of how foreign experiences of an extended nature (one year or more) affect
faculty careers in your department? Respond with the following Key.

1. Experience helps careers.

2. Experience hurts careers.

3. Experience makes no differenc~.

5. Ford, Rockefeller Research
Grant

Promotions Salary
Raises

Research Increased Standing in
Productivi ty Teach t ng Professional

Campe t ence Community

1. MSU Overseas Project

2. Guggenheim Fellow

3. Fulhright Smith-Mundt

4. U. S. Gov't Employee

6, Foundation Employee

7. Unsponsored sabbatical

9. Respond to the following four items by entering the number associated with the categories
of assignment listed above. ---

R. Which do you view as a prize assignment?

b. Which one do you view as most undesirable?

c. Which one would your department give the highest approval?

d. Which one would your department most discourage?

10. Please list foreign experiences of six months or more. (Start with most recent sojourn)

Country _____ Dates, _ Sponsor _

Purpose _

country __________ Dates _ Sponsor

Purpose

----- ------
Coun t r-y _________ Dates _ Sponsor _

Purpos€ _

Other overseas residence:

Country Dates _ PUrpose _
Country Dates Purpose _
Country __________ Dates _ purpose _
Country __________ Dat ee _ Purpose _

PLEASE GO ON TO THE FOLLOWING PAOli:
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11. Please Lndt ca t e your foreign Lang u ag e prc r.r-,
ciency below.

Language Able to carryon
lee ture informal

conversa-
tion

Read Write

1---+----+-----+----- ---"

r-----r----+-----~------------

12. Are you a member of any organization which is
primarily international in nature? (e.g. II

International interest gr-oup of a pr-cf eee t ona.L
society, Society for International Develop-
ment)
Please list:

13. Are you interested in an overseas assignment
At the present time?

Yes

No

a. If YeS to the above, what would be a.
des"Ii='iible length for such an aaa Lgnment ?

Six months or less

Six months to one year

More than one year

Please wr-Lte any comments you have on MSU's
international activities either on or off campus
including suggestions for initiation, modifica-
tion, or changed directions of present activities.

-------~-------------

The following questions are for purposes of cross-
tabulation and not for use 1n individually
identifiable form.

When did you join MSU? (Year of joining) _

Your present age Rank. _

Dept (s) _

Your highest degree

Field

Are you primarily in administrative work at MSU?
Yes No _

Namc _

O Check this box if you would like a summary
report of this survey when completed.

-4-
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INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS REVIEW COMMITTEE
MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY

Dear MSU Student:

Several months ago, the University established a committee
to study the impact of the international dimension at MSU.
Our task is not only to examin~ the present activities which
have international emphasis but to recommend future courses
of actiono

We need your help to complete our report. We have been working
with faculty and administrative personnel to get some idea of
activities on this campus. We need student response to give
us some indication of international impact on the total campus.

We appreciate your cooperation. Your name was selected on the
basis of sampling since we cannot question all 30,000 students
presently enrolled. Later, announcements will be made of
open hearings at Which time anyone who has something to say
about MSU's international emphasis may appear. At that time,
further elaborations on any of the items which appear here
will be welcome.

Please return the questionnaire in the enclosed envelope.

£J~~
Prof. L. L. Boger, College of Agriculture, Chairman
Prof. E. C. Cantina, College of Natural Science
Prof. Ho J. Carew, College of Agriculture
Prof. D. Dunham, University College
Prof. C. Frost, College of SOCial Science
Prof. C. Ii. Gross, College of Education
Prof. lio Kumata, College of Communication Arts
Prof. C. P. Loomis, College of Social Science
Prof. Ro E. Sullivan, College of Arts and Letters
Prof. D. A. Taylor, College of Business
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1. Respond to each of the i terns by entering the
appz'oprLa.t e number from the fo Ll cwf.ng key:

1. I attend activities or programs of this
organization.

:2. I have heard of this organization but
do not attend any activities.

3. I know very little about it.

8.. Asian Studies Center

b. African Studies Center

c. Latin American studies Center

d. International Communication Institute

e. Institute for International Studies
in Education

f. Institute for Inter.national Business
l!anagement

8. Institute for International Agri-
cu I ture and Nutri t.rcn

h. Canadian-American Studies Program

i. Russian and East European Studies
Program

2. Have you taken any courses at MSU in the past
two years which were primarily international
or cross-cultural in nature? (Do not include
foreign language courses) Yes

No
a. If Yes to the above, list by course number

anc:ltTtle the courses you have taken which
were primarily international' or cross-
cu I tural in emphasis.

Course "Number Title

3. Have you taken any foreign languages at MSU?

Yea

No

a. If Yes to the above, list course number- and
t1t'I'if"'of foreign language courses.

Cour~e Number Title

4. Have you travelled outside of the United States?
(Foreign students __please skip this question)

Yes

No

a. If yes. to the above, list travel within
the-rist five years.

Country Length
of Stay purposeDates

5. Are you planning a career which involves
fore1gn service or experience? Yes

No

a. If yes to the above, what c ar ee r do you
have1n mind?

6. Are there areas of the world in which you are
interested which is not adequately covered in
curriculum offerings at MSU?

Ye.

No

a. It Yes to the above. what area(s) 1s this?

7. Arc courses de aLfng in Lnt e r na t f on aI or cross-
cultural studies a requirement of your Inajor?

Yes

No

8. 'What is your opinion of the emphasis on inter-
national courses and activi ties at MSU?

There is an overemphasis

(Check one) There is an underemphasis

The emphasis is about right __

9. MSU now has about 1.100 student.s trom abroad.
This represents about 4% of enrollment.

Should this number be increased?

decreased?
(Check one) stay about

"Where it is?

The following data is for crOBS tabulation purposes
and Le not for analysis through personal idontifi-
cation. Please answer tully.

What is your -

year in school:
"SOii'fl -.rr:- ""'!lr." 1::r"iiQ

Sex: -rare- remiire
present age:

major fleld: _

co t tege r _
Name: _

Are you f r-om abroad attending MSU'l Yes

No

THANK YOU FOR YOUR COQPERArrON
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